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Preface 
 

The 10th International Conference on Software Engineering and Applications (SEAS 2021), 
February 20~21, 2021, Dubai, UAE and 10th International Conference on Control, Modelling, 

Computing and Applications (CMCA 2021) and 8th International Conference on Advanced 

Computing (ADCO 2021) was collocated with 10th International Conference on Software 

Engineering and Applications (SEAS 2021). The conferences attracted many local and 
international delegates, presenting a balanced mixture of intellect from the East and from the 

West. 
 

The goal of this conference series is to bring together researchers and practitioners from 
academia and industry to focus on understanding computer science and information technology 

and to establish new collaborations in these areas. Authors are invited to contribute to the 

conference by submitting articles that illustrate research results, projects, survey work and 

industrial experiences describing significant advances in all areas of computer science and 
information technology. 
 

The SEAS 2021, CMCA 2021 and ADCO 2021 Committees rigorously invited submissions for 

many months from researchers, scientists, engineers, students and practitioners related to the 
relevant themes and tracks of the workshop. This effort guaranteed submissions from an 

unparalleled number of internationally recognized top-level researchers. All the submissions 

underwent a strenuous peer review process which comprised expert reviewers. These reviewers 

were selected from a talented pool of Technical Committee members and external reviewers on 
the basis of their expertise. The papers were then reviewed based on their contributions, technical 

content, originality and clarity. The entire process, which includes the submission, review and 

acceptance processes, was done electronically. 
 

In closing, SEAS 2021, CMCA 2021 and ADCO 2021 brought together researchers, scientists, 
engineers, students and practitioners to exchange and share their experiences, new ideas and 

research results in all aspects of the main workshop themes and tracks, and to discuss the 

practical challenges encountered and the solutions adopted. The book is organized as a collection 
of papers from the SEAS 2021, CMCA 2021 and ADCO 2021. 
 

We would like to thank the General and Program Chairs, organization staff, the members of the 

Technical Program Committees and external reviewers for their excellent and tireless work. We 

sincerely wish that all attendees benefited scientifically from the conference and wish them every 
success in their research. It is the humble wish of the conference organizers that the professional 

dialogue among the researchers, scientists, engineers, students and educators continues beyond 

the event and that the friendships and collaborations forged will linger and prosper for many 
years to come. 

 

David C. Wyld, 

Dhinaharan Nagamalai (Eds) 
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BEHAVIORAL FLOWS ON UML 

REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS MODEL BY CROSS-
CHECKING WITH STATE TRANSITION MODEL 

 
Hikaru Morita and Saeko Matsuura 

 

Graduate School of Engineering and Science, Shibaura Institute of Technology, 

Minuma-ku 307, Saitama, Japan 
 

  

ABSTRACT 
 

We propose a method to evaluate and improve the validity of required specifications by 

comparing models from different viewpoints. Inconsistencies are automatically extracted from 

the model in which the analyst defines the service procedure based on the initial requirement; 

thereafter, the analyst automatically compares it with a state transition model from the same 
initial requirement that has been created by an evaluator who is different from the analyst. The 

identified inconsistencies are reported to the analyst to enable the improvement of the required 

specifications. We develop a tool for extraction and comparison and then discuss its 

effectiveness by applying the method to a requirements specification example. 

 

KEYWORDS 
 
Requirements Specification, UML Modeling, Validation, Behavior Model. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In recent years, a system that provides services is often complex, and it is linked with various 

hardware and other systems. To build a system that satisfies the final service goal, it is important 

to verify that the requirement specifications satisfy the goal after considering the characteristics 
of the system components in the requirements analysis phase. We studied model driven 

development, which defines requirements specifications using unified modeling language (UML) 

models based on use case analysis [1]. Further, we verified the inconsistencies between the 
models using the model-verification technique [2,3] and converted the investigated specifications 

into products at the design and implementation phases [4]. Similar to our approach [2], Tariq et 

al. [5], and Rafe et al. [6] transformed the activity diagram created in the requirements analysis 

stage into a finite state model suitable for model verification tools, i.e., a formal verification 
technique. Hence, exhaustive verification was performed to guarantee reachability and safety. 

However, although these verification methods can confirm the validity of the service procedure 

described, any excess or deficiency in the user request cannot be verified. To determine the 
excess or deficiency in a requirements specification, the requirements specification must be 

interpreted from multiple perspectives; in addition, requirements that are necessitated must be 

identified based on their differences. 
 

http://airccse.org/cscp.html
http://airccse.org/csit/V11N02.html
https://doi.org/10.5121/csit.2021.110201
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Herein, we compare a requirements analysis model by defining the service procedure based on 
the consensus of multiple developers and the state transition model from the viewpoint of the 

state that the system should assume to perform the service. The purpose is to cross-validate the 

requirements analysis model and determine the excess or deficiency of the behavior. 

 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the method to define a 

UML requirements analysis model and the role of the state transition model for evaluating the 

behavioral model. Section 3 describes the comparison method for the extracted and evaluation 
models. Section 4 discusses the effectiveness of our method using a case study. Finally, Section 5 

discusses the conclusions and directions for future research. 

 

2. REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS MODEL AND EVALUATION MODEL 
 
The service can be realized by linking the use cases provided by the system. In recent complex 

systems, the boundaries of each use case and the method to link the use cases at the early stage of 

development must be identified. We focused on exchanging information at each boundary in a 
system workflow and defined the cooperation and behavior of subsystems based on the procedure 

by the action flow using an activity diagram. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: UML Requirements Analysis Model 

 

A workflow is beneficial for realizing a service that utilizes the use cases of each subsystem. To 

achieve the system goals, the data exchange that is required to satisfy the service goals at each 
subsystem boundary must be clarified. Each partition in the activity diagram represents each 

subsystem and the users, and a set of use cases of each subsystem is described within the 

partition. Consequently, the cooperation between all users and subsystems is clarified, and the 
service procedure of the system is correctly defined.  

 

Figure 1 shows the requirements analysis process after validating the workflow model. The use 

case diagram of each subsystem is described based on the partition of each subsystem of the 
workflow. At this point, the subsystem and the user who are exchanging data with the subsystem 

become actors in the use case diagram. Each use case not only defines the behavior by the 

activity diagram, but it also clarifies the behavior related to the data defined in the class diagram 
in Figure 1. We name this model the UML requirements analysis model. In such behavioral 

modeling, the procedure of the required function can be easily understood from the control 

structure. However, as the change in the state of the system due to the action is unclear, it is 
difficult to determine all the states that the system should assume. 
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Meanwhile, the state transition model defines the behavior by changing the state of the system by 
external or internal events. It is easy to understand whether the system requirements are 

comprehensively analyzed by specifying the state name; however, it is difficult to confirm the 

execution procedure of the system function and its relationship with other subsystems. Therefore, 

activity diagrams are suitable for defining the entire system workflow, which includes 
coordination between subsystems. On the contrary, the state transition model organizes the 

requirements that the subsystem should satisfy based on the state that the system should assume. 

Therefore, it can be a test case of requirements specification defined by the former; as such, we 
propose using it as the evaluation model of the requirements analysis model, as shown in Figure 

2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Validation Method by Comparing Extracted Model with Evaluation Model. 

 

3. CONFIRMATION METHOD OF REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION S USING 

STATE TRANSITION MODEL 
 

3.1. Extraction of State Transition Model from Workflow 
 
The state was extracted from the requirements analysis model by focusing on the workflow 

control structure and actions. The extracted state transition model is named as the extraction 

model.  

 
Table 1: Extraction Rules 

 

Activity model in 

workflow 
State transition model 

Activity model in 

workflow 

State transition 

model 
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Table 1 shows the conversion rule from the requirements analysis model to the state transition 
model based on the following reason. First, the decision merge node is a transition control node 

and the transition differs depending on the branch condition; therefore, the separation of the states 

before and after that is identifiable.  
 

Next, we focus on the action nodes. This is because the control structure divides the state by its 

guard, and it is assumed that the state changes by executing the action. Such actions comprise 

actions that receive data from other systems, actions that indicate the passage of time, actions that 
change the attributes of the system, and actions that are unique to the subsystems. Actions that 

receive data from other systems are described as signal receiving nodes, whereas actions that 

indicate the passage of time are described as timers. Signal-receiving nodes and timers are 
converted into events in the state machine diagram, signal sending nodes, and update actions, 

wherein the attributes of an object are converted into entry actions in a state; meanwhile, other 

actions are converted into actions on a transition arrow. Because the pre- and post-conditions 

directly represent the state of the system, they are used as the state of the state transition model. 
Figure 4 shows an example of the extraction model, which is expressed as a one-layer state 

transition model under the extraction rules. This extraction model is generated based on the rules 

in Table 1 from the activity diagram shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Example of Activity Model 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Example of Extraction Model 

 

To confirm whether the extraction model includes the states to be assumed by the system 
indicated by the evaluation model, the states to be assumed by the system must be described 
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appropriately based on the characteristics of the target system in the evaluation model. Because 
the workflow defines the cooperation scenario between subsystems, the state to be assumed by 

the subsystem should first be determined based on the state of each partner to be linked, as well 

as the type of work scenario to be executed within that state. 

 
Consequently, the state of the evaluation model is defined by dividing it into layers for each 

viewpoint, as shown in Figure 5. In addition, if the words and phrases described in the evaluation 

model are freely described by the evaluator, it will be difficult to compare the contents of the 
state transition model. Therefore, we herein provide a list of actions of the defined workflow to 

unify words and phrases. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Example of Evaluation Model 

 

3.2. Validation Process by Comparing Extraction and Evaluation Models 
 

In the extraction model, the states are subdivided into one hierarchy based on the action and 

branch structure; therefore, each state is divided into the hierarchical states of the evaluation 
model based on a list of common actions prepared in advance. Table 2 provides a judgment list of 

behavior of the evaluation model shown in Figure 5. 

 
Table 2: Judgment List of Behavior of Evaluation Model Shown in Figure 5 

 
s0 s1 s2

E0 E0 E0

G0 action1 action6

action0 action2 time

action3 action0

action4 action9

action5 action10

G1 action12

A0 action11

G2 action0

A1  
 

This list was generated for each hierarchy to be compared. All states, actions, and state transition 

contents, such as events, guards, and actions described in the state to be classified were acquired. 
Because the actions included in each state si and the event guard actions described in the state 
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transitions whose transition source si occur in state si, they are classified into si. Duplicated labels 
listed in Table I are in bold font. 

 

State transitions that transition between classification targets (si, i = 1, ... n) are beneficial for 

classifying hierarchies. We name these transitions “external transitions.” 
 

Subsequently, the difference in interpretation between the two models is identified stepwise from 

the following viewpoints. 
 

Step 0: The name of the state in the extraction model is compared with the name of each state in 

the evaluation model. 
 

As shown by the rules listed in Table 1, the pre- and post-conditions in the workflow directly 

represent the states; therefore, they are compared with the state names of the extraction model 

obtained. Furthermore, by comparing between Figures 4 and 5, whether aaa matches any of the 
states can be determined. 

 

Step 1: The state of the extraction model is classified based on the operation described in the 
state. 

 

For each state in the extraction model, some behaviors included in it are verified if they can be 
classified into the state in the evaluation model using the judgment list. The category of the 

evaluation model that includes the state in which the behavior is described can be identified 

among the states of the extracted model. If the behavior is not described and the description 

element of the extraction model is not unique in the judgment list, then, the classification cannot 
be specified; consequently, it is set as unknown. 

 

Step 2: Classify by the event, guard, and action described in the state transition 
 

For an unknown state that cannot be classified by its own behavior, the state transition that exits 

from that state is acquired. The unknown state is classified by the event, guard, and action 

described in the acquired state transition using the judgment list. If no transition occurs, then, the 
description element is not unique in the judgment list, or no description element (we name it an 

unconditional transition) exists; consequently, the classification cannot be specified and hence, it 

is set as unknown. Table 3 lists the categories following the above mentioned three steps, and 
states divided by the first step are expressed in bold font. 

 
Table 3: Classification by Steps 0,1, and 2 

 
s0 s1 s2 unknown

Precondition : aaa s1 s5 s3

s2 s8 s6

s4 s9 s7

s10

s11  
 

Step 3: Classify using an external transition based on the state before and after the state 
transition 

 

For the unknown state that has not yet been classified after the classification in the state 
transition, the previous state is acquired from the connected state transition. If the acquired state 

has already been classified into the state of the evaluation model, it is then classified into the 
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same state. If it cannot be classified, the previous state is acquired from the state transition 
associated with the previous state, and the same judgment is performed. The acquisition of the 

previous state continues unless the behaviors on the connected state transition are the last in the 

list of behaviors of the abovementioned external transition. This is because the last behavior of 

the external transition divides the states in the same layer. 
 

Table 4:  Result of Step 3 

 
s0 s1 s2 unknown

Precondition : aaa s1 s5

s3 s2 s8

s4 s9

s7 s6

s11 s10  
 
Table 4 lists the results of the extraction model divided into the first layer of the evaluation 

model. 

 
After this step, the extraction model is divided into the first layer in the evaluation model such 

that the number of states in this layer can be compared. Considering this difference, we can 

identify the following problems:  

 
A) Among the states of the extraction model, a state exists that cannot be classified. 

 

Therefore, the corresponding action of the workflow is not described in the evaluation model; 
hence, it may be in an unnecessary state that is derived from some excess behaviors. As the 

action flow causing the workflow defect is identified by tracing back the extraction rule, the flow 

can be rectified. 

 
B) The extraction model does not contain a state that corresponds to the state of the evaluation 

model. 

 
Therefore, the state considered in the evaluation model is not described as an action that can 

identify the state, such as a workflow signal reception action or an action for data. Some new 

actions must be added to identify the state of the workflow as the required state or flow may be 
missing. 

 

C) The extracted model does not contain a state name that includes the state name of the 

evaluation model. 
 

Therefore, the pre- and post-conditions may not be described in the workflow or the appropriate 

condition may not be defined. Hence, a note is added to the initial and final nodes of the 
workflow to add the pre- or post-condition. 

 

After modifying the workflow or the evaluation model such that the number of states is 
equivalent, the number of state transitions of the modified extraction and evaluation models are 

compared. 

 

The difference in the number of transitions is compared by generating a state transition table for 
both models. If the numbers differ, then the behaviors of the transitions are compared to identify 

the transitions that can be considered the same. The remaining transitions in the target state 

including some internal state transitions must be compared to determine whether their 
combinations are the same. In this case, the workflow transition condition may be ambiguous; 
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therefore, some actions must be added. Moreover, if an additional transition exists, whether the 
behavior is necessary must be considered. 

 

For all layers of the evaluation model, the previous steps are repeated to improve the workflow 

based on the observed difference. The improved extraction and evaluation models become a state 
transition model in which both the states and transitions are equal. 

 

Figure 6 shows an extraction model after the abovementioned classification for all layers.  
 

 
 

Figure 6: Classified Extraction Model 

 

Finally, the correspondence of each behavior is verified, and the excess or deficiency of the 
behavior is determined. The difference between the two types of behavior models is noteworthy. 

In the behavior model based on the activity diagram, when the state changes by the change in the 

attribute of an object, it is defined by an action that changes the state. However, in the state 
transition model, it is typically expressed directly by the state name. Therefore, the meanings of 

the different expressions must be confirmed when comparing the descriptive elements in both 

models. In the correspondence between the evaluation model shown in Figure 5 and the classified 

extraction model shown in Figure 6, action7 and action14 in the extraction model can be 
interpreted as corresponding to G1 and G2 of the evaluation model, respectively. 

 

By comparing the description elements, we can perform the following modifications: 
 

 Rectify the behavioral expressions of action9 and action15 to A0 and A1, respectively. 

 Because G0 is omitted in the extraction model, it is added to the workflow preconditions.  
 Because behavior E0 is required in all states in the evaluation model, it should be a 

precondition in the workflow, or the behavior at the start of each state as an action should be 

added. 

 

4. CASE STUDY AND DISCUSSION 
 

This method was applied to the automatic baggage transport system, which is a PBL task in our 

department. This system is a parcel delivery system that links two autonomous vehicle-type 
robots with six subsystems: a relay station, headquarters, a reception desk, and the recipient’s 

house. Figure 7 shows the circumstances and the relation between all subsystems. 
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Figure 7: Circumstances and Relation between Sub systems. 

 

First, the workflow of this system is defined as a cooperation model of six subsystems. Figure 8 

shows the extraction model generated from the workflow of the relay station based on the 
extraction rules. Figure 9 is an evaluation model that defines the requirements of the relay station 

as a state transition model. The orange box in Figure 8 shows the classification results based on 

the process outlined in Section 3 for the evaluation model. In this case, as a result of the state 
classification, the number of states in the first layer is equivalent to that in the evaluation model. 

However, as shown in Figures 7 and 8, the number of transitions between “waiting” to “working 

with delivery robot” differs. Comparing the state transitions inside both states, it was discovered 

that the difference in the transition branching is caused by the part surrounded by the dotted line 
in Figure 9. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 8: Extraction Model after Steps 0, 1, and 2 
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Figure 9: Evaluation Model 

 

Comparing the state transitions inside both states, it is clear that the black transitions have the 
same meaning. However, because the remaining two transitions (see two sets of red and blue 

lines in Figure 8) have different transition branches depending on the part surrounded by the 

dotted line in Figure 9, a difference in meaning is generated. 
 

 
 

Figure 10: Corresponding Part of Workflow 

 

Figure 10 shows a part of the workflow corresponding to the two blue lines in the extraction 
model. This can be automatically identified from states S10 and S12 based on the conversion 

rules. 
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Reviewing the workflow, it was discovered that the branching condition can be read from the 
branching processing flow, but the branching condition based on the delivery status value 

specified in the evaluation model was not specified in the workflow. Because the design model 

for the final program will be derived from the workflow, the processing procedure should be 

described in clear terms at this stage. Therefore, the workflow was modified as shown in Figure 
11. Figure 12 shows the extraction model regenerated from the modified workflow. 

 

 
 

Figure 11: Improved Workflow 

 

 
 

Figure 12: Regenerated Extraction Model 

 

Next, we consider the transitions marked in red with states S10 and S12 as transition sources. The 
workflow defines the behavior of delivery completion, but the evaluation model does not include 

a behavior equivalent to delivery completion. As the initial requirements include the behavior at 

the time of delivery completion, it is clear that the evaluation model is insufficient. Figure 13 
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shows the modified evaluation model. The part surrounded by the red dotted line in Figure 13 
denotes the added state and state transition. 

 

 
 

Figure 13: Improved Evaluation Model 

 

After the first layer was modified, the extraction model was regenerated. It was observed that the 

number of states and transitions in the first layer was equivalent in both models. 
 

Subsequently, the same classification was performed in the second layer. The results of steps 0, 1, 

and 2 are shown in Table 5, and the results of step 3 are shown in Table 6. Similarly, the number 

of states and transitions matched in the second layer. 
 

Table 5:  Classification by Steps 0, 1, and 2 

 
Check for baggage Dlivery of baggage Receiving the report Baggage Storage Get time unknown

S6 S7 S10 S12 S11

S5 S8  
 

Table 6:  Result of Step 3 

 
Check for baggage Dlivery of baggage Receiving the report Baggage Storage Get time unknown

S6 S7 S10 S11 S12

S5 S8  
 

As the workflow and evaluation model were improved by the difference for all layers of the 

evaluation model, the improved extraction and evaluation models became a state transition 
model, in which the states and transitions were equal. Finally, we compared the words of the 

event, guard, and action, which were the behavior of the transition or the state and determined the 

excess or deficiency of each behavior.  
 

In reference to the “working with collecting robot” state shown in Figures 11 and 12, the four 

behaviors can be regarded as having the same content, but the behaviors circled in red showed 
different expressions. As the expression in the evaluation model was considered to be better, the 

expression of the action in the workflow was modified. Furthermore, it was discovered that the 

behavior order was different. The order in the evaluation model appeared to be more appropriate; 

therefore, the order of actions in the workflow was altered. 
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Figure 14: Modified Workflow 
 

Next, we focus on the “working with delivery robot” state shown in Figures 11 and 12. The 

extraction model did not exhibit the behavior corresponding to the behavior circled in blue in the 
evaluation model. Because the behavior was insufficient, an action at the part corresponding to 

the relevant state of the workflow was added. Moreover, in the extraction model of Figure 12, the 

blue underlined behavior aims to update the “delivery record” such that the representation is 

modified more clearly. Figure 14 shows a workflow that reflects these modifications. The actions 
shown in pink in Figure 14 represent the added and modified actions. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
To realize model-driven development in which behaviors are assigned to classes from the 

requirements analysis models and the final programs are generated from the designed class 

diagrams, the requirements analysis model must be of high quality. We proposed a validation 

method to improve the quality of requirements analysis models and developed a support tool.  
 

The support tool was implemented as a plug-in in astah * Professional [7], which is a UML 

modeling tool. It offers the following two functions:  
 

 A function to generate an extraction model from the workflow of the selected subsystem. 

 A function to compare the extraction and evaluation models and present the information 

regarding the difference. 
 

According to this information, the developer improves the behavior described in the workflow. 

However, a deficiency might be discovered in the interpretation of requirements in the evaluation 
model. 

 

In the case study, we discovered differences in interpretation as well as the lack of descriptions 
such as guard conditions or some states that must be specified in the requirements analysis 

model. Because it is unclear whether the description of the evaluation model is always 
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appropriate, it is possible that truly necessary and unnecessary requirements should be 
determined by comparing the two different view models and discuss the differences. We plan to 

apply this approach to various cases and verify its effectiveness.  
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ABSTRACT  
 

This article describes an automated expert system developed to diagnose cow diseases and 

assist veterinarians in treatment. We set before a diagnostic method based on the analysis of 

observed symptoms and experience of veterinarians. The system represents a web interface for 

maintaining a database of diseases, their symptoms and treatment methods, as well as a 

smartphone application for the diagnostics in offline mode. The developed intelligent system will 

allow agricultural producers to make specific decisions based on automated data analysis. Also 
presented in the article the information on the developed expert system, and the results of tests 

and testing during its use. The economic efficiency and importance of the work is determined by 

the possibility of automated recording of data on the livestock of animals, zoo technical and 

veterinary operations. 

 

KEYWORDS 
 

Intelligent system, diagnosis of diseases, application evaluation, milk yield, herd management 

  

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Modern animal husbandry is a transition to new production approaches. The basis of this 
transformation is agricultural machinery and equipment, supplemented by telemetry systems.  

Telemetry and monitoring systems for agricultural production are considered one of the most 

innovative technologies for precision animal husbandry and are automatic systems for collecting 
and transmitting information, as well as data analysis and remote decision making. 

  

Nowadays, the use of digital technologies in intensive dairy farming is playing a key role in the 

proper management of the herd to improve animal welfare and increase the milk production of 
cows. Italian scientists E. Tullo, I. Fontana, D. Gottardo, K. H. Sloth, M. Guarino [1] conducted 

research on the application of the GEA CowView system (Gea Farm Technologies, Benen, 

Germany) on dairy cows. 
  

Similar studies were carried out by Turkish scientists on the use of the SCADA application in 

dairy farming, which allows you to evaluate all records of animal production in a digital 
environment (behavior, production, health, feeding, and other events). With the introduction of 

automation systems into industrial production, it creates new work areas in the livestock sector 

for various applications of emerging technologies [2]. 

  
A huge role in the productivity of cattle is played by various diseases. These factors are a 

significant obstacle to the healthy and sustainable development of livestock breeding. Cattle, in 

http://airccse.org/cscp.html
http://airccse.org/csit/V11N02.html
https://doi.org/10.5121/csit.2021.110202
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particular cows, have a number of specific features in the diagnostics and establishing diagnosis. 
Taking into account the world experience in developing intelligent systems, the conclusion on 

their creation has been made. The uniqueness of this system is determined by the development 

methods used and the knowledge base of veterinary experts. The study objective was to develop 
an automated tool for diagnostics of cattle diseases and, and study its impact on the diagnostics of 

cattle diseases in Kazakhstan [3]. 

  

Contrary to humans, animals are unable to describe their feelings, and diagnosis of diseases is 
based on externally observed symptoms and laboratory tests. For example, if a lacrimation is 

detected in a cow, it may indicate conjunctivitis. But practice shows that in most cases there are 

other factors that affect the development of disease. Animals do not exhibit obvious clinical 
symptoms when they suffer from a disease, the former are usually misdiagnosed as a result of the 

disease. In spite of the improved diagnostics of cow diseases in recent years, most veterinarians 

do not have much experience, which leads to serious losses due to delayed disease control, as 
well as serious problems in accounting diseases on paper. Health of cows is a key factor in dairy 

herd productivity. Mastitis, ketoses, fattening problems and other diseases significantly reduce 

dairy production and treatment will be expensive if diagnosed and detected late. Thus, the 

financial component and disease prevention are interlinked phenomena on any farm.  Improving 
diagnostic accuracy and reducing losses caused by disease are the most serious problems at 

present (3). 

 
Input data needed to diagnose cattle diseases should be classified, i.e. we need to know what 

information a farmer should have in order to make a decision [3]. Several groups of input data 

can be identified: 

 
1. External characteristics: 

- Sex, breed, age (date of birth), live weight of the animal; 

- Genealogical tree of the animal (breeding record); 
- Animal data: individual number, body type, live weight, age, color, sex, photo of the animal,  

- Place of birth, date of birth and location of the animal; 

- Method of birth of the animal (natural / artificial breeding); 
- Date of slaughter (and disposal actions following the slaughter).  

2. Animal productivity: 

- Volume of dairy products produced and milking schedule; 

- Live weight at present and graphs of live weight changes; 
- Date and method of last animal cover (natural or artificial breeding), date of pregnancy test and 

its result, date of start in the dry; 

- Date of last calving and number of calves (live, stillborn); 
3. Animal's medical information: 

- Full medical history of the animal (dates of diagnosis, treatment); 

- Immunization and vaccination of the animal with the dates and type of medication injected; 
- Graph of body temperature changes, mobility, recent PH in the stomach. 

4.  Observed symptoms and organ and body system lesions: skin cover, musculoskeletal system, 

nervous system, cardiovascular system and others. 

 
By processing the received input and output data, we should obtain a set of expert conclusions 

(output data) accepted by the system: 

 
1. A diagnosis of the animal's disease obtained by analyzing the input data and comparing it with 

the symptom data library; 

2. Recommendations for further actions on treatment, prevention, use of medications, etc.; 
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2. GENERAL SYSTEM DESIGN CONCEPT  

 
The expert system architecture was developed according to the method of structured systems 

development. It consists of a knowledge base, a knowledge subsystem, a decision-making 

subsystem, an administration subsystem and a user interface (Figure 1) [3]. 

 
The system uses N-tier web architecture (Figure 1), the structure has been developed according to 

the method of development of structured systems, consisting of: 

 
1. Knowledge databases and knowledge generation subsystems (interface for working with 

veterinary experts); 

2. System administration block and the administrator work interface correspondingly; 
3. Database and data management block are the core of the system; 

4. Work with input and output data as well as decision making and work with the user interface 

is located in the disease diagnostic subsystem. 

 

User

Data management Database

User interface

Knowledge base

Knowledge Gathering Tool 

(Expert Interface)

Admin interface

Diagnosis of diseases by symptoms, recommendations for the treatment of diseases

Veterinarian

System administrator

 
 

Figure 1: Structure of a cow disease diagnosis system 

 

Decision making diagram of the system is used for interpretation of user interface functions. 

Diagram of variants of use of expert system of diagnostics of diseases of the cows consists of six 

compound blocks shown in Fig. 2. 
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User

View disease registry
View descriptions and 

treatments

Symptom Diagnosis View possible diseases

include

include

extends

View drug registry View drug descriptioninclude

extends

 
 

Figure 2: The main scenarios for using the expert system 

 

Figure two shows that a user entity in the system can perform a number of actions, such as 
viewing the disease registry, performing diagnostics of diseases by symptoms and viewing the 

medication registry. On this basis, having defined a diagnosis by initial symptoms, the system 

will offer a description, methods of treatment and prevention of this disease. After selecting a 
treatment method, it is possible to view the descriptions of the medications used [3]. 

 

3. ACQUISITION AND PRESENTATION OF KNOWLEDGE  
 

As expert system, it should contain knowledge obtained from experts in the subject area. 
Acquisition and presentation of knowledge is the most important stage in building expert 

systems. The main task is to create a knowledge database to meet the requirements of the expert 

system for the solution of set tasks. Many methods were developed for obtaining knowledge from 
experts in the subject area. 

  

In this study, we have analyzed and summarized the aggregate of knowledge by conducting 

literature reviews and interviewing experts using a questionnaire for disease analysis. It consisted 
of questions about symptoms, diagnoses and treatments. Based on their experience and 

requirements to develop an expert system, experts modified the questionnaire and provided 

information in tabular form [8].  
 

In this study the diagnosis of 16 most dangerous infectious diseases of cattle is considered: 

Anthrax (D1), FMD (Foot-and-Mouth Disease) (D2), Tuberculosis (D3), Brucellosis (D4), 
Rabies (D5), Pasteurellosis (D6), Trichophytosis (D7), Leukosis (D8), Infectious Rhinotracheitis 

(D9), Viral Diarrhea (D10), Lumpy Skin Disease of Cattle (D11), Emphysematous Carbuncle in 

Cattle (D12), Salmonellosis (D13), Colibacillosis (D14), Rotavirus (D15), Coronavirus (D16). 
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Figure 3: Table of symptoms and their weighting values 

 

Symptoms of disease are grouped according to the affected organs and systems, and each 
symptom is assigned a code for ease of work: 

 

Skin: Skin Lesions (S01), Rumpleness of Hair (S02), Dermatitis (S03), Lumpy Skin, 

Extuberances (S04), Papules (S05), Vesicles (S06), Pustules (S07), Sloughs (S08), Scaliness 
(S09), Scratch (S10), Dark Red Skin Stains (S11). 

 

Musculoskeletal system: Lesion of Limbs (M01), Arthritis (M02), Bursitis (M03), Limp (M04), 
Bone Deformity (M05), Suppurative Discharge (M06), Edema of Limbs (M07), Edema in 

Groats, Lungs, Neck, Chest, Lower Jaw (M08), Edema of Joints (M09), Joint Deformity (M10). 

 
Digestive system: Loss of Appetite (F01), Loss of Chewing Cud (F02), Salivation (F03), 

Stomatitis (F04), Oral Mucosa Hemorrhages (F05), Oral Lesions (F06), Aphta, Oral Ulcers 

(F07), Vesicles, Tubercules in Mouth (F08), Gastric Timpany (F09), Gastric Atony (F10), 

Abdomen Wall Disease (F11), Diarrhea (F12), Constipation (F13), Excrements admixed with 
blood, mucus, gas bubbles (F14). 

 

Respiratory system: Respiratory System Injury (B01), Rapid Pulse (B02), Short Wind (B03), 
Nasal Cavity Excretion (B04),  Injury of Nasal Cavity and Tapetum Lucidum Cellulosum 

(hemorrhages, wounds, etc.), (B05), Coughing (B06), Lung Rale (B07), Lung Inflammation 

(B08), Edema in Larynx, Chin, Abdomen (B09). 

 
Central nervous system (CNS): Injury of the CNS (N01), Excitation (N02), Inhibition (N03), 

Muscular Tremor (N04), Eclampsia (N05), Paresis (N06), Paralysis (N07), Ataxia (N08), 

Scratch, Pruritus (N09). 
Cardiovascular system (CVS): CVS Lesion (H01), Asphyxiation of Mucous Membranes (H02), 

Mucous Membrane Anemia (H03), Mucous Membrane Hemorrhage (H04), Mucous Membrane 

Hyperaemia (H05), Tachycardia (H06), Arrhythmia (H07), Myocarditis (H08). 
 

Urogenital system (G-U System): Lesions of G-U System (U01), Nebulous Urine (U02), Urine 

Erythrocytes (U03), Frequent and Painful Urination (U04), Abortions (U05), Orchids and 

Epididymitis (U06), Swelling of External Genitals (U07), Hyperemia of External Genitals (U08), 
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Viral Shedding of External Genitals (U09), Retention of Placenta (U10), Endometritis (U11), 
Lesion of Ovaries and Fallopian Tubes (U12), Vulvovaginitis (U13), Balanopostitis (U14). 

 

Visual organs: Lesions of Visual Organs (E01), Mucous membrane bleeding (E02), Eyeball 
Retraction (E03), Photophobia (E04), Serous or Suppurative Discharge (E05), Conjunctival 

Hyperemia (E06), Swelling and Edema of Conjunctival (E07), Corneal Ulceration and Clouding 

(E08). 

 
Lacteous Gland: Lacteous Gland Lesion (J01), Decreased or Stopped Secretion (J02), Afta, Dug 

Skin Erosions (J03), Dug Inflammation (J04), Udder Edema (J05), Udder Pain (J06), Mastitis 

(J07), Enlarged Supramammary Glands (J08), Watery Milk admixed with Blood or Curds (J09). 
 

Lymphoid system: Lesion of Lymphoid System (L01), Inflammation of Submandibular and 

retropharyngeal Lymphnodes (L02), Inflammation of Prescapular Lymph Glands (L03), 
Inflammation of Precrural Nodes (L04), Inflammation of Parotid Lymphnodes (L05), 

Inflammation of Supramural Nodes (L06), Inflammation of Internal Lymphnodes (L07), Tumour 

Proliferation (L08), Enlarged Spleen (L09). 

 
Based on their own experience, the experts attached a weighting factor (w) to each symptom. The 

concept of “symptom complex” has also been introduced to reflect a group of symptoms 

combined into a single value argument, which is also given a weighting value (w). Figure 3 
shows some symptom values and weighting values [3]. 

 

In order to determine the most probable diseases, the system calculates the sums of the weighting 

values for the observed symptom complexes and individual symptoms, after which the calculated 
values and the corresponding diseases are ranked (sorted) in descending order. 

 

4. METHOD OF CALCULATION  
 
According to the method of weighting calculation, we can analyze a given case on a concrete 

example. Viral diarrhea disease, with a certain number of symptoms and symptom complexes. 

According to the knowledge database and the questionnaire received from veterinary experts, the 

following symptoms appear in case of viral diarrhea: 
 

C01 (Fever) W(d, s)=1%; 

M01 (Lesion of Limbs) W(d, s)=1%;  
M04 (Limp) W(d, s)=1%;   

F01 (Loss of Appetite) W(d, s)=10%;  

F03 (Salivation) W(d, s)=10%;  
F04 (Stomatitis) W(d, s)=10%;  

F06 (Oral Lesions) W(d, s)=10%;  

F07 (Aphta, Oral Ulcers) W(d, s)=8%;  

F10 (Gastric Atony) W(d, s)=10%;  
F11 (Abdomen Wall Disease) W(d, s)=10%;  

F14 (Excrements admixed with blood, mucus, gas bubbles) W(d, s)=10%;  

N01 (Injury of the CNS) W(d, s)=6%;   
N03 (Inhibition) W(d, s)=1%; 

N08 (Ataxia) W(d, s)=1%,  

where C01 is the symptom code, W (d, s) is the weight value of symptom s for disease d. 
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Thus, it is possible to calculate the sum of weighting coefficients of symptoms by disease. A 
simple sum of weights of symptoms for the disease is calculated using a formula: 

 

    (1) 
 

where d is the disease, So is the observed set of symptoms, W (d, s) is the weighting value of 

symptom s for disease d. 

 
For the above example with the disease "viral diarrhea», the values of the arguments will be 

equal to: 

 
With So = 14: 

W(d, s0)= W (C01) + W (M01) + W(M04) +  + W (F01) + W (F03) + W (F04)  +W (F06) + W 

(F07) + W (F010) + W+ +(F011) + W (F014) + W (N01) + W (N03) +  +W (N08)=100% 
 

Due to the fact that several symptom complexes k with different weights w can be  defined for 

disease d, the symptom complex with the highest weighting is taken into account, each symptom 

of which includes the many symptoms observed: 
 

    (2) 

i.e.  for      (3) 

 

where: K (d) - symptom complexes of the disease d, S (k) is the set of symptoms of symptom 

complex k, W (d, k) - weight coefficient of symptom complex k, for disease d. 
 

Thus, for viral diarrhea, the symptom complex with the highest weighting factor is kmax, which 

includes symptoms F01, F03, F04, F06, F07, i.e. S(kmax)=5. 
 

In total for the disease "viral diarrhoea" the symptom complex kmax will give W (d, kmax) =65%, 

according to the knowledge base provided by veterinary experts.   
 

Taking into account the above mentioned number of symptoms not included in the symptom 

complex will be calculated as Sx=S0-S(kmax) difference, i.e. for viral diarrhea Sx=9. Thus, it is 

easy to calculate W(d, Sx)=52%. 
 

The total sum of weights R for observed symptoms So and symptom complexes S(kmax) for 

disease d is calculated by formula [12] :   
 

    (4) 

 

For viral diarrhoea, the total sum of R weights for the observed symptom group Sy (F11, F14) 

and symptom complexes S(kmax) at the same time will be Wr (d,S)=85%. 
 

After calculating the total sums, the obtained data are sorted in descending order. 

 
Thus, we can conclude that the introduction of such a parameter as a symptom complex leads to a 

more accurate definition of this or that disease. The results obtained as a percentage may show 

that the observed symptoms belong to a certain diagnosis [3]. 
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5. DATABASE, THEIR IMPLEMENTATION  
 
For the central database as well as for its local version, relational databases (MS SQL Server 

2019 and SQLite) are used on the user device. Figure 4 presents the database structure in terms of 

knowledge storage about diseases, symptoms and symptom complexes [3]. 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Database structure 

 

Knowledge database contains information about 16 major infectious diseases and 103 symptoms 
of diseases.  The database stores the subject area knowledge needed to solve problems, including 

age, cow breed, symptoms, photographs, and other relevant information. The database is 

developed on: 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Veterinarian tablet web interface 

 

- Operating system: Windows Server 2019 Standard; 

- Web server: Internet Information Services; 
- DBMS: SQL Server 2017 Standard; 

- Platform: NET 4.5.2, language C #; 
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- Framework: DevExpress XAF 18.2 - a set of libraries to help the developed program with 
modern high-quality functionality [3]. 

 

6. EXPERT SYSTEM EVALUATION – TEST AND RESULTS  
 

The evaluation process was carried out due to the user-friendliness of the user interface and 
system utilization efficiency testing. The reliability of the system diagnosis was evaluated with 

the participation of two groups of senior veterinary students of KATU named after S. Seifullin.  

 

 
 

Figure 6:  Questionnaire of Veterinary Students  

 
Table 1: Changes Characteristic in the Disease Diagnosis Using Tablet versus Diagnosis without Tablet 

 
Job 

Number 

Name of the 

disease 

Characterization of changes in the diagnosis of the disease when using a 

tablet, compared with diagnosis without a tablet 

001 Anthrax 
A significant increase in the probability of diagnosing anthrax – from 20% 
to 69% (3.43 times) 

002 
Foot and 
mouth disease 

The increase in the probability of diagnosis of foot and mouth disease - from 
70% to 93% (1.33 times). 

003 Tuberculosis 
A significant increase in the probability of diagnosis of tuberculosis - from 

12% to 89% (7.41 times) 

004 Brucellosis 
A slight decrease in the probability of diagnosis of brucellosis - from 82% to 
81% 

005 Rabies 
A slight decrease in the probability of a correct diagnosis of rabies is from 
100% to 92%. Probably by providing subjects with additional options 

006 Pasteurellosis 
An increase in the probability of correct diagnosis of pasteurellosis - from 

44% to 54% (1.23 times) 

007 
Trichophytosi
s 

A slight increase in the probability of a correct diagnosis from 68% to 74% 

008 Leukemia 
A significant increase in the probability of a correct diagnosis of leukemia - 
from 10% to 86% (8.64 times) 

009 

Infectious 

Rhinotracheiti
s 

Decrease in probability of correct diagnosis of infectious rhinotracheitis - 
from 54% to 44% 

010 Viral diarrhea 
A slight increase in the probability of a correct diagnosis of viral diarrhea - 
from 20% to 22% 

011 
Nodular 
dermatitis of 
cattle 

Increasing the likelihood of a correct diagnosis of nodular cattle dermatitis - 
from 80% to 90% (1.13 times). 

012 
Emphysemato
us cattle 
carbuncle 

An increase in the probability of a correct diagnosis of cattle 
emphysematous carbuncle - from 58% to 67% (1.15 times). 

013 Salmonellosis Reducing the likelihood of a correct diagnosis of salmonellosis - from 40% 
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In Figure 6: green indicates that this student has answered the question correctly, and at the end 

of the table is information on the questions correctly answered and their proportion compared to 
the total number of tasks. 

 

 
 

Figure 7:  Diagram of Correct Answers Quality Representation 

 

The second group of students worked with the “Veterinary Tablet”. This group worked on the  

same test tasks as the first one. Figure 7 provides information on the quantity and quality of 
correct answers. After calculating and analysis of the data obtained, we concluded that the 

percentage of correct answers using the “Veterinary Tablet” was 69%. 

 
As the diagram in Figure 7 shows, most students answered the questions correctly. Colors show 

the ratio of their answers (diagnosis) depending on the task number. The right column of the 

diagram shows the colors that correspond to a certain diagnosis of the disease, for example, 

brucellosis is indicated in orange, and etc. 
 

We have analyzed the most common symptoms that students chose when answering questions 

using the tablet, analyzed the number of selected symptoms and their types [3]. 
 

According to Figure 8, the most frequent symptoms as a result of the test were: fever, stomatitis, 

salivation, lameness. The rest of the symptoms were less frequent.  

 
After comparing all the data obtained, we came to the conclusion about the probability of making 

the right diagnosis in cases with and  without the application. This information is shown in Table 

1. 
 

Table 1 shows the changes characteristic in the disease diagnosis using tablet versus diagnosis 

without Tablet. The analysis of changes in correct answers taking into account each symptom and 
set of symptoms is performed. 

 

The average time to answer each question has also been calculated. This information is reflected 

in Table 2. 

to 35%. 

014 Colibacillosis 
An increase in the probability of correct diagnosis of colibacillosis - from 
38% to 58% (1.52 times) 

015 Rotaviruses 
A significant increase in the probability of correct diagnosis of rotavirus 
infections - from 8% to 25% (3.13 times). 

016 Coronaviruses 
The correct diagnosis when using the tablet was 25%, without using the 
tablet, no one was tested correctly 
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According to Table 2, we can conclude that the average time to conduct diagnostics for known 
symptoms is 2-5 minutes. There are no dependencies between the quality of the diagnosis and the 

time spent on the test task. 

 
For diseases such as leukaemia, tuberculosis, anthrax, rotavirus infections, a clear improvement 

in the correct diagnosis with help of the veterinary tablet was found (a total of 12 out of 16 test 

questions showed an improvement in the quality of diseases diagnosis). Separately considering 

rotavirus infections, the developed software allowed the correct diagnosis of diseases in a quarter 
of cases, given that without the veterinary tablet no test subjects in this case answered the 

questions correctly. 

 

 
 

Figure 8:  Symptom Distribution Using “Veterinary Tablet” 
 

Table 2: Characteristics of disease diagnosis time with the use of veterinary tablet 

 

  
Time to make an erroneous 

diagnosis (seconds) 

Time to make the correct diagnosis 

(seconds) 

Row 

names 
Min. Avg. Max. Min. Avg. Max. 

001 72 255 938 82 213 375  

002  -  -  - 62 125 284 

003 181 181 181 65 113 201 

004 123 301 478 61 165 540 

005  - -   - 64 163 771 

006 95 185 700 61 142 294 

007 111 201 338 62 148 539 

008 89 137 185 64 162 622 

009 86 246 937 94 255 584 

010 71 207 456 78 160 346 

011 83 110 136 60 132 276 

012 111 157 205 62 244 1255 

013 70 227 900 75 112 198 

014 60 93 146 74 142 313 

015 63 159 632 64 129 243 

016 77 123 319 99 131 185 

 Total: 92 184 468 70 158 439 

 

Summing up, we can conclude that the software implemented has improved, on average, the 
results of correct diagnosis from 42% to 69% [3]. 
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In the process, some shortcomings of the selected software testing method were revealed. Firstly, 

it is the impossibility of veterinarians to work directly with the studied animal directly, as well as 

the limited initial data on disease symptoms and the lack of visibility of the whole picture in 
general. 

 

7. DEVELOPMENT OF AN ALGORITHM FOR PROCESSING DIGITAL DATA 

FOR MONITORING THE PRODUCTIVITY OF FARM ANIMALS WITH 

ELEMENTS OF MACHINE LEARNING  
 

One of the main tasks of the work is the development of software for predicting the productivity 
of farm animals using data from the smaXtec bolus system and data on milk production of 

animals. The smaXtec system allows real-time reception of such indicators as: pH, body 

temperature of the animal, measurement of movement activity, etc. The bolus is injected into the 

rumen of the animal, and then enters the ruminant stomach, the reticulum, and transfers the data 
from there. An orally administered bolus measures temperature and activity (via an 

accelerometer), continuously at 10-minute intervals, while the activity measurement is 

independent of rumen mobility. Typical increases in activity during sexual activity are detected 
immediately and trigger notifications. The individual activity levels of the cow are taken into 

account when processing the data. Fever events are presented to the farmer as a graph or list in 

the cow's profile and in the fertility section of the dashboard. In this way, the history of 

previously successful inseminations of dairy cows can be documented in the software for 
calculating the expected lactation. We used the data of the cattle herd LP "Mambetov and K", 

consisting of 800 heads of the “simmental” population in the period from 2019 to 2020. (for 

about 30 thousand data points for all animals). 
 

 
 

Figure 9: Architecture of the smaXtec system. The smaXtec solution consists of a reticuluminal bolus (1), 

an online data platform (2), infrastructure including readers and climate sensors (3). 
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Table 3: Data for each animal 

 

 

In accordance with the tasks set, such indicators were selected: 
1. Body temperature of the animal; 

2. Normal body temperature of the animal; 

3. Activity index; 
4. Body temperature without drinking cycle; 

5. Milk yield;  

 

Thus, a library in the Python programming language was developed to extract data from the 
smaXtec system. The library retrieves data by using REST API technology. 

  

Based on the data obtained and the purpose of the work (forecasting milk production), the most 
suitable methods are: "Learning with a teacher", exactly regression methods and forecasting 

methods. 

 
According to the graph of the distribution of milk production by day (Figure 10), you can see 

useful data. 

 

Animal ID  Date 

Body 

temperatu

re (° C)  

Normal 

body 

temperatur

e (° C)  

Index of 

the activity  

Body 

temperatur

e without 

water 

consumpti

on (° C)  

Milk 

yield 

(kg)) 

DE0667033081 18.10.2019 39.19 40.000000 13.223118 39.826875 6.35 

DE0667033081 18.10.2019 39.19 40.000000 13.223118 39.826875 10.34 

DE0667033081 19.10.2019 39.34 40.000000 14.251181 39.871319 6.45 

DE0667033081 19.10.2019 39.34 40.000000 14.251181 39.871319 0.00 

DE0667033081 19.10.2019 39.34 40.000000 14.251181 39.871319 10.49 

... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

DE0953378924 21.12.2020 38.69 40.000000 10.522472 39.016806 0.00 

DE0953378924 21.12.2020 38.690951 40.000000 10.522472 39.016806 4.99 

DE0953378924 23.12.2020 38.826500 40.000000 14.486500 39.186528 5.14 

DE0953378924 23.12.2020 38.826500 40.000000 14.486500 39.186528 0.00 

DE0953378924 23.12.2020 38.826500 40.000000 14.486500 39.186528 4.77 
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Figure 10: Distribution of milk yield sorted by days. 

 

The stage of applying machine learning methods follows after the initial analysis and data 
preprocessing. Based on the data, the most suitable machine learning method is polynomial 

regression. 

 
Figure 3 is a block diagram of the overall software architecture. 

 

The software architecture consists of 3 main components: 

1) System for remote monitoring of the condition of animals smaXtec; 
2) Computing part (machine learning); 

3) Interface for the farmer; 

 

 
Figure 11: General architecture of the software. 

 

A simple and straightforward architecture makes it faster to make any changes, as well as easier 

to integrate with other systems. 
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Figure 12: Correlation matrix of the obtained data. 

 

As a result of visualization of the correlation matrix in the form of a heat map, presented in 

Figure 12, we concluded that there is no statistical relationship between such parameters as: body 
temperature, normal body temperature, body temperature without a drinking cycle, movement 

index. In this case, changes in the values of one or more of the above values do not accompany a 

systematic change in other values.  
 

 
 

Figure 13: Regression analysis of the obtained data. 

 
As a result of the conclusions made, we came to the need to use a simple linear regression for 

possible dependencies of the parameters of the initial data and the need to predict the volume of 

milk yield. In Figure 13, we see that the resulting errors do not have a normal distribution and the 
data variations around the regression line are not constant. Thus, prediction of the milk 

production of animals based on the above parameters (body temperature, normal body 

temperature, body temperature without a drinking cycle, movement index, milk yield) is also 
impossible. 

 

Thus, we can conclude that the initial data (body temperature, normal body temperature, body 

temperature without a drinking cycle, movement index, milk yield) obtained from the smaXtec 
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bolus system and data on the milk production of animals are not dependent. As a result, there is 
no need to use the initial data parameters for the effect on the volume of milk yield. 

 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Upon analyzing the problem of cow diseases diagnostics, we came to the conclusion that it is 
necessary to develop an expert system of cattle diseases diagnostics. When setting the main tasks 

to build an expert system, the main one was to determine the input and output data of this system. 

By using the induction method, we have identified separate groups of input and output data, 
which will be used to build this system. The next stage was the creation of a generalized web 

architecture, with the indication of individual functional blocks and equally developed the basic 

scenario of the use of the intellectual system. When diagnosing a disease, the way the knowledge 
base is presented plays an important role, which in turn depends on the experience of team of 

veterinarians. Information on main symptoms and diseases has been collected through 

questionnaires and this information is structured and presented for better understanding. Thus, a 

model of knowledge representation has been developed, which leads to an accurate diagnosis. 
Together with a team of veterinarians, each symptom and symptom complex was given the 

weight coefficients required for a more accurate diagnosis of the disease.   

 
Thus, we can conclude that the developed expert system for addressing veterinary medicine 

challenges is effective. By comparing the percentage ratios of the results of the questionnaire of 

two groups, it becomes obvious that its use is expedient. A detailed analysis of the test subjects' 
answers has been made and all regularities in both cases of testing have been taken into account. 

Conclusions were made that the process of diagnosing diseases is simplified in terms of speed of 

decision-making and their reliability, a direct correlation between the number of detected initial 

symptoms of the disease and the correct formulation of the diagnosis was revealed. Also, with the 
participation of veterinary students, an evaluation of the user interface was conducted, which 

included checking system design and correct compilation of the knowledge base to meet user 

requirements. 
 

In summary, the developed software has shown its need for use. In future, the database of expert 

system on diseases and symptoms will be expanded, all deficiencies related to the convenience of 

the user interface and the operation of the program in general will be taken into account and 
eliminated.  

 

An expert system under development provides information on 16 major infectious diseases and 
103 symptoms, which is currently being developed and populated in the database. The 

development works are carried out in the S. Seifullin Kazakh Agro Technical University, at the 

faculties of computer systems and veterinary medicine. 
 

In the future, work will also be done to integrate the system under development with existing 

animal control systems, to automate the processes of their interaction and data exchange. It is 

necessary to work with symptoms and weight values, that is, it is necessary to work on choosing 
an index of the significance of the manifestation of a symptom, instead of its usual manifestation 

or absence. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

In order to improve the undetectability, a lossless algorithm based on orthogonal vectors with 

limited distortion diffusion for 3D H.264 video is proposed in this paper. Inter-view distortion 

drift is avoided by embedding data into frames, which do not predict other views. Three 

conditions and pairs of coefficients are proposed to prevent intra-frame distortion diffusion. 

Several quantized discrete cosine transform coefficients are chosen from an embeddable 

luminance 4×4 block to construct a carrier vector, which is modified by an offset vector. When 

the carrier vector and the offset vector are orthogonal or near to be orthogonal, a data bit can be 

hidden. Experimental results indicate that the method is effective by enhancing peak 
signal-to-noise ratio with 7.5dB and reducing the Kullback-Leibler divergence with 0.07 at least. 

More than 1.7×1015 ways could be utilized for constructing the vectors, so it is more difficult for 

others to steal data. 

 

KEYWORDS 
 

Lossless Steganography, Reversible Data Hiding, Orthogonal Vector, 3D H.264, Distortion Drift 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The most significant requisite of steganography, which can be used to hide secret message into 

innocuous-looking media, is imperceptibility in covert communication. However, the host media 
will be distorted permanently if general steganography algorithms are used to hide information. 

Permanent damage is unbearable to medical images, military, law enforcement [1] and other 

sensitive fields. Therefore, lossless steganography (a kind of reversible data hiding)[2], videlicet 
reversible steganography or distortion-free steganography, which can restore the impaired video 

after extracting the secret information, has been a hot topic. Besides the sensitive fields, lossless 

steganography methods can also be employed in error concealment and other fields. 
 

Histogram shifting (HS) [3-10] and difference expansion (DE) [11-15] are two principal lossless 

steganography approaches. In addition, integer pair swap (IPS) [16], pair-wise logical computation 

[17], and some other methods [18][19] have been employed to hide information reversibly. In 
typical HS algorithm [3], information is hidden into the peak points of a medium histogram. The 

number of embeddable data bits depends on the pixel number of the peak point in the histogram. 

The hierarchical relationships of original images are used, and the difference values between pixels 
are altered to hide data in [5]. All pixels are classified into wall pixels and non-wall pixels in [4], 

http://airccse.org/cscp.html
http://airccse.org/csit/V11N02.html
https://doi.org/10.5121/csit.2021.110203
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where interpolation and direction order are used for hiding data. In [6], the closest adjacent pixels 
are used to predict the visited pixel value and evaluate its just noticeable difference. 

Prediction-error shift is used to improve the embedding performance in [8, 9]. In [9], multiple pairs 

of expansion bins are utilized for each histogram , and the multiple-expansion-bin-selection for 

optimal embedding is formulated as an optimization problem. 
 

In difference expansion method [11], the difference between two neighboring pixels is doubled to 

hide message. The secret information and a compressed location map are hidden into the difference 
values. To increase the payload, 16 bits are embedded into a 4×4 pixel block in a two-dimensional 

DE scheme [12].The host image is divided into non-overlapped equal-sized blocks in the 

high-fidelity technique [13] based on prediction-error expansion and pixel-value-ordering. 
Bidirectional difference expansion is used in [14] with three steps. 

 

However, in traditional steganography algorithms, the selection space of embeddable location is 

small. How to improve the undetectability and security of lossless steganography algorithm is a 
key issue of covert communication. Video has so many frames that it can ensure adequate storage 

space. [20] Hence, through embedding a little information into a frame, we can guarantee video 

quality and improve the invisibility and undetectability. H.264 is the standard for video 
compression with high compression efficiency. 3D H.264 video is encoded or decoded through 

multi-view coding, which is an extension of H.264. At the encoder, intra-frame, inter-frame and 

inter-view predictions are used to compress the original YUV videos into a 3D H.264 video. In 
order to watch the video on the screen, the 3D H.264 video needs to be decompressed into YUV 

videos by intra-frame, inter-frame and inter-view predictions at the decoder. So if one block of a 

video is changed to embed data, the other blocks of the same frame, other frames or views in the 

corresponding YUV videos may also be modified, it is called intra-frame, inter-frame, or 
inter-view distortion drift [21], which is not considered in the literatures on 3D video data hiding 

[22-24]. 

 
In order to improve the undetectability and security of steganography, we present a novel lossless 

steganography algorithm based on orthogonal vector (If the inner product of two vectors is zero, it 

is called that the two vectors are orthogonal) for 3D H.264 video with limited distortion drift in this 

paper. Inter-view distortion propagation is avoided by embedding information into frames that do 
not predict other views. Embeddable blocks based on restrictive conditions are selected to prohibit 

intra-frame distortion shift. A carrier vector is composed of some quantized discrete cosine 

transform (QDCT) coefficients or coupling coefficients in one embeddable 4×4 block. An offset 
vector is set for recording the modification of the carrier vector. By dividing the inner product of 

the carrier vector and offset vector into several disjoint intervals, the information is hidden 

according to the interval of inner product. The carrier vector is not altered for hiding information 0; 
otherwise, the offset vector is added to or subtracted from the carrier vector according to the inner 

product of the two vectors. The receiver extracts information and restores the carrier according to 

the interval of inner product.  

 
Compared with the current methods, the contributions of this paper are presented as follows. A. 

Three conditions and two sets of coupling coefficients are proposed for limiting intra-frame 

distortion drift. B. When the three conditions are used to avoid intra-frame distortion drift, over 

1.7×1015 ways of constructing the carrier vector and its offset vector increase the difficulty for 

others stealing data. 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The way of avoiding distortion diffusion for 3D 
H.264 video is brought in Section 2. Section 3 describes the lossless steganography algorithm and 

Section 4 gives the experimental results. At last, the paper is concluded in Section 5. 
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2. DISTORTION DIFFUSION PREVENTION 
 
The original block denoted by BO in the original YUV video is processed by equation (1) at the 3D 

H.264 encoder. 

 

BO - BP = BRO                                                          (1) 
 

Where BP is the prediction block and BRO is the residual block. Undergoing discrete cosine 

transformation and quantization, the residual block BRO becomes a QDCT block (denoted by Y). 
Finally, YUV videos will be changed into 3D H.264 video by entropy encoding of QDCT blocks. 

Because this entropy encoding is a lossless compression process, at the decoder, the data embedded 

in some QDCT coefficients could be extracted completely after entropy decoding (lossless 

decompression). Undergoing the inverse quantization and inverse discrete cosine transform, the 
QDCT block Y becomes a residual block denoted by BR (Cause discrete cosine transformation and 

quantization are loss compressions, BR is different from the original residual block BRO), which will 

be added to the prediction block BP for reconstructing the video. 
 

The prediction block BP of a block in a frame could be computed through inter-view prediction, 

inter-frame prediction, or intra-frame prediction. Horizontal inter-frame prediction and vertical 
inter-view prediction of a 3D H.264 video with hierarchical B coding and two views are illustrated 

in Figure 1[7]. There are 16 frames in one group of picture, where each view has eight frames. Only 

intra-frame prediction is used for I0 frame, so the distortion of other frames will not affect I0 frame. 

However, hiding data into I0 frame will sway all the frames in the two adjacent groups of pictures 
predicted by I0 frame. By contrast, embedding data into P0 frame will not lead to inter-view 

distortion drift because P0 frame in the right view does not predict frames in the left view. 

Furthermore, inter-view distortion drift and inter-frame distortion drift could be avoided by 
embedding data into b4 frames. Therefore, compared with embedding data into I0 frames, better 

video quality can be achieved through embedding data into P0 or b4 frames. However, b4 frame is 

located at the lowest level and is easy to be discarded during the process of transmission in the 
network. Compared with b4 frame, better video quality cannot be acquired through embedding data 

into P0 frame. However, P0 frame is a key picture at the highest level, resulting that it cannot be lost 

easily during the process of the network transmission. Consequently, stronger robustness can be 

obtained by hiding data into P0 frame compared with b4 frame. Therefore, the best combination of 
video quality and robustness can be obtained by hiding data into P0 frame, so it is selected to embed 

information in this paper.  

 
Time

Views

Left View

Right View

I0 B3 B2

b4

B1B3 B3 B2 B3

P0 B3 b4 b4 b4B2 B3

I0

P0

T0 T7T5 T6T4T3T2T1 T8

 

 
Figure 1.  Prediction structure of3D H.264 with two views 

 
At the encoder, through using inter-view prediction, inter-frame prediction, or intra-frame 

prediction, the prediction block BP of a block is achieved to compute its residual block BRO, 

which will be changed into a QDCT block Y by the 4×4 discrete cosine transform and 

quantization formulated as 
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where Q is the quantization step size, ⨂is a math operator, by which each element in the 

former matrix is multiplied by the value at the corresponding position in the latter matrix, 
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When a data bit is hidden into one QDCT block Y by modifying some QDCT coefficients, the 

QDCT block after embedding data is denoted by YEmb. Let ∆Y denote the modification caused 

by hiding information, it can be computed as 

 

∆Y = YEmb - Y.                  (3) 

 

 
At the decoder, the residual block acquired by inverse quantization and 4×4 inverse discrete cosine 

transform is denoted by BR , which can be calculated by 
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When a data bit is embedded through modifying some QDCT coefficients of one block, the 

residual block after embedding data is denoted by BREmb. Let ∆BR depress the variation of the 
residual block between before and after hiding information. It can be computed as 

 

( ) .R REmb R T

d d dB B B round C Y Q E C                               
(5) 

 

Take the QDCT coefficient Y32 as an example to explain the distortion caused by hiding data. 

Suppose r is added to Y32, the modification of the QDCT block for hiding data is

0 0 0 0
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then the alteration of the corresponding block in YUV video is 
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Similarly, changing any one other QDCT coefficient in a 4×4 block will cause the variation of 

the whole block in the corresponding YUV video. In the same way, for an 8×8 block, 

modifying one QDCT coefficient will alter the whole 8×8 block, whose affected region is 

bigger than that of the 4×4 block. In addition, only two kinds of transformations, 4×4 
transformation and 8×8 transformation, are used in 3D H.264 standard. Hence, the 4×4 

transform block is selected to embed information in this paper. 

 
It can be inferred that the edge pixels denoted by c0…c12 (shown in Figure 2) may be changed 

by hiding data into some QDCT coefficients of the blocks Bi,j-1 (the position of a block is 

expressed by I and j), Bi-1,j-1, Bi-1,j, and Bi-1,j+1. On one hand, when inter-view prediction or 
inter-frame prediction is employed to compute the prediction block denoted by BP

i,j, the block 

Bi,j will not be affected by the change of c0 …c12, because BP
i,j is calculated by referring other 

frames. On the other hand, when intra-frame prediction is used by the current block Bi,j, its 

prediction block BP
i,j will be reckoned by the pixels c0 …c12. Therefore, the hiding induced 

deviation of the blocks Bi,j-1, Bi-1,j-1, Bi-1,j, and Bi-1,j+1 will propagate to the block Bi,j. This is 

called as intra-frame distortion drift. However, according to the intra-frame prediction modes 

shown in Figure 2, it can be seen that the block Bi,j is not affected by the thirteen pixels c0 …c12 
at the same time. For instance, when intra-frame prediction mode 0 is used by the current block 

Bi,j, only pixels c1, c2, c3, andc4 are used to predict the block Bi,j, so the distortion of the blocks 

Bi,j-1, Bi-1,j-1, and Bi-1,j+1 will not drift to the block Bi,j. Similarly, we can conceive the influence 
of Bi,j over Bi,j+1, Bi+1,j+1, Bi+1,j, and Bi+1,j-1. Therefore, some conditions could be used to prevent 

intra-frame distortion drift. 
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Figure 2.  Intra-frame prediction mode (a) block position (b) the predictive direction of 4×4 and 8×8 luma 

block.(c) the predictive direction of 16×16 luma block.( In mode 2, all elements are predicted with the average 

of upper pixels denoted by F and left pixels denoted by V, i.e. Mean (F+V)) 

The prediction mode of intra-frame is denoted by prediction Mode. The mode type of macro 
block (MB) is denoted by mb_type. Let p be the mb_type of inter-view or inter-frame 

prediction. If the mb_type of the block Bi,j+1 is p, the prediction block BP
i,j+1 is calculated by 

referring another frame, so the current block Bi,j will not predict the block Bi,j+1. Otherwise, 
when the intra-frame prediction modes 0, 3, 7 indicated in Figure 2(b), or 0 in Figure 2 (c) are 

used by the block Bi,j+1, it can be seen from the predictive directions that the block Bi,j+1 will not 

be predicted by the current block Bi,j. Therefore, if information is embedded into the QDCT 
coefficients of the current block Bi,j, whose right adjacent block Bi,j+1 meets Condition 1, the 

evoked distortion will not drift to its adjacent block Bi,j+1. 

 

Condition 1.                
, 1 , 1 (4 4 or 8 16 168) ( )

0,3,7_ 0
i j i jB Bmb type p predictionMode

    
  
 

  

If the mb_type of the block Bi+1,j is p, the prediction block BP
i+1,j is not calculated by referring 
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the current block Bi,j. Otherwise, when the intra-frame prediction modes 1 and 8 indicated in 
Figure 2(b), or 1 in Figure 2 (c) are used by the block Bi+1,j, it can be seen from the predictive 

directions that the block Bi+1,j will not be predicted by the current block Bi,j. Similarly, when the 

mb_type of the block Bi+1,j-1 is p, or the intra-frame prediction modes 0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 8 

indicated in Figure 2(b), or 0, 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 2 (c) are used by the block Bi+1,j-1, the block 
Bi+1,j-1 will not be predicted by the current block Bi,j. Therefore, if information is embedded into 

the QDCT coefficients of the current block Bi,j, whose adjacent blocks Bi+1,j and Bi+1,j-1 meet 

Condition 2, the evoked distortion will not drift to its adjacent blocksBi+1,jand Bi+1,j-1. 
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If the mb_type of the block Bi+1,j+1 is p, the prediction block BP
i+1,j+1 is not calculated by 

referring the current block Bi,j. Otherwise, when the intra-frame prediction modes 0, 1, 2, 3, 7, 

and 8 indicated in Figure 2(b), or 0, 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 2(c) are used by the block Bi+1,j+1, it 

can be seen from the predictive directions that the block Bi+1,j+1 will not be predicted by the 
current block Bi,j. Therefore, if data is embedded into the QDCT coefficients of the block Bi,j, 

whose adjacent block Bi+1,j+1 meets Condition 3, the evoked distortion will not drift to its 

adjacent blockBi+1,j+1. 

 

Condition 3.      
1, 1 1, 1 (4 4 or 8 8) ( )16 16

_ 0,1,2,3,7,8 0,1,2,3
i j i jB BpredictionModemb type p
     

  
 

 
 
It is obvious that if information is hidden into the QDCT coefficients of the current block Bi,j, 

whose adjacent blocks meet Condition 1, Condition 2, and Condition 3, the evoked distortion 

will not drift to any neighboring blocks. Therefore, these three conditions could be used for hiding 

data without intra-frame distortion drift. When Condition 1, Condition 2, and Condition 3 could 
not be satisfied at the same time, intra-frame distortion drift could be prevented by compensation 

method. When data is hidden into some QDCT coefficients of the current block Bi,j, suppose the 

alternation of the QDCT block is 

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0

Y

r r

 
 
  
 
 
 

, then the alteration of the corresponding 

block in YUV video is 

0 1 1 0

0 2 2 0
.

0 2 2 0

0 1 1 0

RB Qabr

  
 
  
  
 
 

     (7) 

 
When the values of QDCT coefficients Y30 and Y32 are changed at the same time (if r is added to Y32, r 

should be subtracted from Y30 correspondingly), values on the last column of matrix ∆BR are zero. It 

shows that pixels on the last column of the current block Bi,j are not altered by hiding data. Because 

pixels on the last column may predict the neighboring blocks Bi,j+1 or Bi+1,j+1, so the distortion of the 
current block Bi,j  will not infect the two blocks. Accordingly, the pair of coefficients (Y30, Y32) could 

be coupled to confine intra-frame distortion drift partly. When data is hidden into some QDCT 
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coefficients of the current block Bi,j, assume the alternation of the QDCT block is
0 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 2

r
Y

r

 
 
  
 
 

 

, 

then the alteration of the corresponding block in YUV video is 

2
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1 2 2 15
.

1 2 2 14
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R QB b r

 
 

 
  
  
 
 

          (8) 

 
When the values of QDCT coefficients Y13 and Y33 are changed at the same time (if r is added to Y13, 

2r should be subtracted from Y33 correspondingly), the values on the bottom row of matrix ∆BR are 

zero. It shows that pixels on the bottom row of the current block Bi,j are not changed by hiding data. 

Because pixels on the last column may predict the neighboring blocks Bi+1,j,Bi+1,j-1orBi+1,j+1, so the 
distortion of the current block Bi,j will not infect the three blocks. Accordingly, the pair of 

coefficients (Y13, 2Y33) could be coupled to prevent intra-frame distortion drift partly. Similarly, we 

can get two sets of coupling coefficients, which are denoted by Cset and Rset. 
 

00 02 10 12 20 22 30 32 01 03 11 13 21 23 31 33

00 20 01 21 02 22 03 23 10 30 11 31 12 32 13 33

{( , ), ( , ), ( , ), ( , ), ( , 2 ), ( , 2 ), ( , 2 ), ( , 2 )}

{( , ), ( , ), ( , ), ( , ), ( , 2 ), ( , 2 ), ( , 2 ), ( , 2 )}

set

set

C Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

R Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

=

=

 
 

When data is hidden into any coupling coefficients in Cset (if r is added to the former coefficient, r or 

2r should be subtracted from the latter coefficient correspondingly), the values on the rightmost 

column of matrix ∆BR are 0, so the distortion of the block Bi,j will not propagate its neighboring 

blocks Bi,j+1 and Bi+1,j+1. Hiding data into any coupling coefficients in Rset, we can make the values at 

the bottom row of matrix ∆BR be zero, so the distortion of block Bi,j will not affect its adjacent blocks 

Bi+1,j,Bi+1,j-1, and Bi+1,j+1. It can be seen that the coupling coefficients in Rset could be combined with 
Condition 1 to avoid intra-frame distortion drift, and the coupling coefficients in Cset can be 

combined with Condition 2 to eliminate intra-frame distortion drift. For instance, when the 

adjacent blocks of the block Bi,j do not satisfy Condition 1 to 3 at the same time, if Condition 1 is 
satisfied by the adjacent block B i,j+1, it will not be affected by the block Bi,j. In addition, if coupling 

coefficients such as (Y02, Y22) of Rset are selected from the block Bi,j  for hiding data, the distortion of 

the block Bi,j will not drift to its neighboring blocks Bi+1,j, Bi+1,j-1, and Bi+1,j+1. 

 

3. LOSSLESS ALGORITHM BASED ON ORTHOGONAL VECTOR 
 

The presented lossless steganography algorithm based on orthogonal vector for 3D H.264 video is 

depicted in Figure 3. At first, the information to be hidden is encrypted, and the 3D H.264 video is 
entropy decoded to gain the QDCT coefficients and intra-frame prediction modes. 

 

3.1. Information Embedding 
 

Denote the threshold as H. We select a 4×4 luminance QDCT block of P0 frame in the right view 

according to |Y00|≥H (threshold H=0,1,2,…. The bigger the threshold H is, the fewer embeddable 
blocks will be found, and the less the distortion will be. Compared with a block with small |Y00|, the 

distortion caused by hiding data into a block with big |Y00| is less. ). If Conditions 1 to 3 are satisfied 

at the same time, the current block is chosen as an embeddable block. In the 4×4 block, a QDCT 

coefficient could be changed for hiding data, whereas only 16 selections can be used. If the third 
party identifies the marked block and the steganography algorithm, the probability for calculating 

the hidden data bit directly is 1/16 =0.0625. In order to reduce the probability of being cracked, we 
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embed data by choosing n QDCT coefficients from the block to make up a carrier vector denoted 

by ψ =(x1,x2,…,xi,…,xn)(n∈[2,16]) such as ψ = (Y22,Y32) = (2, 0). Denote the carrier vector after 

hiding data as 1 2( , ,..., ,..., )i nx x x x      . In order to express the size of the modified value on carrier 

vector for embedding data reversibly, we construct a non zero offset vector denoted 

as∂=(z1,z2,…,zi,…,zn) such as ∂ = (0,1). Let φ be the included angle from the carrier vector ψ to the 

offset vector ∂, and   be the included angle from  
 
to ∂. Denote the length of the carrier vector 

as |ψ|= 2 2 2 1/2

1 2( ... )nx x x   . If the length |ψ| or the included angle φ is changed for hiding data, more 

computations need to be done since the modification of QDCT coefficient must be computed. So 

we hide data by changing the direction of the carrier vector, as shown in Figure 4 and (9), where the 

value of QDCT coefficient is changed directly and simply. 
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Figure 3. The flowchart of presented algorithm. (a) Embedding. (b) Extraction 
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Figure 4.  The modification of carrier vector   

 

Denote a bit of information as u∈{0,1}[10]. If the information u is 0, the carrier vector is not 

changed. Otherwise, in order to embed data reversibly, the carrier vector is modified. 
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Where   (=x1z1+x2z2+…+xnzn=|ψ||∂|cosφ) is the inner product of ψ and ∂. 

 

In order to get minimum offset |∂|, we could set only one zi in ∂ is 1 or -1 and the others are 0. 
Nonzero zi represents the embedding position and the modified value of the embedding coefficient 

xi. 

 

Proposition. If     , then a bit of information u could be hidden reversibly.  

Proof. If 0   , then   and  are orthogonal, denoted as  . At this time, cos 0  . So we 

can infer that 
0cos

lim ( ) 0





  . 

Suppose     , we can reason that 

( ) 0

( ) 0

 


 

        
      

                              

(10) 

 

All points in the space from the flat ( ) 0     to ( ) 0     could be used for hiding 

message. Hence our embedding condition could be  
 

cos cos .             
                    

(11) 

 

(11) shows that information could be hidden when the projection cos   of the carrier vector   

on the offset vector  is less than the length of  . When the information u is 0, the carrier is not 

changed, so the projection cos ( , )      . In order to hide information 1, the carrier vector   

is altered as shown in (9) and Figure 4, the projection cos [0, )   is turned into 

cos [ ,2 )      by adding the offset vector ∂ to the carrier vector ψ. The projection 

cos ( ,0)    is changed into cos (-2 ,- )      by subtracting the offset vector ∂ from the 

carrier vector ψ. When the value of cos   belongs to the interval [ , )   or ( , ]   , message 

could not be hidden. In order to distinguish the interval of information 1, the interval [ , )   is 

changed to be [2 , )  by adding the offset vector ∂ to the carrier vector ψ, and the interval 

( , ]    is changed to be ( , 2 ]   . Then we could extract information and recover the carrier 

vector according to different intervals of cos   . Therefore, this proposition is proved. 

 

The carrier vector   is changed for embedding data as shown in Figure 4 and (12). Information 0 

and 1 are hidden into different intervals based on the value of cos  . According to (11), we can 

infer the equivalent relations and the real embedding process (13), a corresponding version of (12). 
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When a 4×4 luminance QDCT block Bi,j in P0 frame meets |Y00|≥H, Condition 1 is satisfied by 

its right adjacent block Bi,j+1, but Condition 2 or 3 is not satisfied, several coupling coefficients 
could be chosen from Rset to combine with Condition 1 to prevent intra-frame distortion 

diffusion. If a 4×4 block in P0 frame satisfies |Y00|≥H, Condition 2 is satisfied by its adjacent 

blocks Bi+1,j and Bi+1,j-1, but Condition 1 is not satisfied, some coupling coefficients in Cset could 

be managed to unite with Condition 2 for removing distortion propagation. 
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Coupling coefficients denoted as (q1,y1), (q2,y2),…, (qS, yS)(S∈ [2, 8]) are divided into 
embedding coefficients and compensation coefficients. The former can compose an embedding 

carrier vector denoted as ψc = (q1, q2, …, qi, …, qS). The latter could form a compensation vector 

denoted as ω= (y1, y2, …, yi, …, yS).We construct a non zero offset vector denoted as ∂c = (e1, 

e2, …, ei, …, eS). Denote the carrier vector after hiding data as 1 2( , ,..., ,..., )c i Sq q q q      , and the 

compensation vector after hiding data as 
1 2( , ,..., ,..., )i Sy y y y     . When the carrier vector ψc is 

changed, the compensation vector ω is modified accordingly. 
 

3.2. Information Extraction and Video Recovery 
 

After the 3D H.264 video is entropy decoded, if |Y00|≥H and Conditions 1 to 3 are all satisfied, the 

current 4×4 QDCT block is chosen as an embeddable block, the process of information extraction 

and video recovery is exhibited in (14). 
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(14) 

 

The process in (14) is the reverse process of (13). When      , the hidden data bit u is 0. 

The original carrier vector ψ is not changed for hiding information 0, i.e., ψ=ψ’, so the values of 

QDCT coefficients do not need to be recovered. Identifying the intervals [ ,2 )      and 

 2      ，  of   , we extract one bit of information 1. The interval ( ,2 )      is altered 

to be its original interval [0, )   by subtracting the offset vector ∂ from the carrier vector ψ’. 

The interval  2      ，  is altered to be its original interval ( ,0)  by adding the offset 

vector ∂ to the carrier vector ψ’. The values of QDCT coefficients are recovered 

correspondingly. When the value of    belongs to the interval [2 , )   or ( , 2 ]   , 

there is no hidden message. The interval [2 , )    is altered to be its original interval [ , )  

by subtracting the offset vector ∂ from the carrier vector ψ’. The interval ( , 2 ]    is 

altered to be its original interval ( , ]    by adding the offset vector ∂ to the carrier vector 

ψ’. The video is exactly restored after extracting information in this way. 
 

In P0 frame of the right view, once |Y00|≥H is satisfied by a 4×4 luminance QDCT block, but 

Conditions 1 to 3 are not satisfied concurrently, only Condition 1 or 2 is satisfied, pairs of 
coefficients from Rset  or Cset are used to extract the information and restore the video. At last, the 

video is entropy encoded and the information is decrypted with keys. 

 

Denote the frame number as N, and the information length as L. The computational efficiency 
of the proposed algorithm is related to the information length L and the frame number N. 

Therefore, the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm can be denoted by 

O(N×L). 
Furthermore, the proposed way of limiting distortion drift could be used for 2D or 3D H.264 

video with other structure. The presented lossless steganography algorithm could be used for 

hiding information in other media that can be grouped (some elements in a group can be 

selected to build a carrier vector). In addition, when the proposed method is applied in some 
media, especially a gray-scale image with 8 storage bits, the overflow/underflow problem 

should be treated[14]. However, this problem need not be considered when the data is hidden 

into QDCT coefficients of H.264 video. 
 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

Nine test videos (the size of each frame is 640×480) Akko & Kayo, Ballroom, Crowd, Exit, 

Flamenco, Objects, Race, Rena, and Vassar [25] are utilized to do experiments with JM18.4 [26]. 
The parameter intra-period is 8 and two YUV files are encoded to a 3D H.264 video with 233 
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frames. 30 P0 frames in the right view are used to hide data. The capacity of a video sequence is the 
average number of bits embedded into one P0 frame of all the P0 frames in that sequence. The peak 

signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) value, the structural similarity (SSIM) value, and the 

Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) value obtained through comparing the marked YUV video 

with the original YUV video are the averages of all the frames. The difference of PSNR (DPSNR) 
and the difference of SSIM (DSSIM) are discrepancies before and after hiding data. The 

embedding efficiency denoted as e is defined by e=Lemb/Lcha, where Lemb is the number of embedded 

bits, and Lcha is the quantity of changed bits. 
 

4.1. Effect of Distortion Drift Limitation 
 
When the parameter code block pattern of a block is zero, there is no QDCT coefficient stored in 

the block which has all zero coefficients in fact. Therefore, not every block in a 640×480 frame, 

which has 307200 QDCT coefficients at most, could be changed, so grand visual distortion can be 
eliminated. The space meeting our conditions (Conditions 1 to 3, Condition 1 or 2) is not too less 

than unconditional space. In addition, most QDCT coefficients are zero, which can guarantee 

enough capacity for embedding secret information. In order to prevent intra-frame and inter-view 
distortion drift, the embeddable coefficients of the proposed algorithm are chosen as shown in 

Table 1. Steganography with more rigorous condition will bring lesser capacity and preferable 

invisibility. 

 
Denote the presented scheme without inter-view and intra-frame distortion drift as P_noDrift, the 

scheme without inter_view distortion drift as P_drift, and the scheme without limiting distortion 

drift as I_drift, where information is hidden into I0 frame. Data is hidden into P0 frame in P_noDrift 
and P_drift. The proposed lossless steganography algorithm based on orthogonal vector is used for 

hiding data in the three schemes, where ∂ = ∂c= (0, 1) and the threshold H=0. The quantities of 

information embedded into the nine test videos are 750 bits, 1700 bits, 3800 bits, 630 bits, 880 bits, 

650 bits, 2400 bits, 630 bits, and 1000 bits, respectively. As shown in Figure 5, the KLD and 
DPSNR values of I_drift are very large, which show that obvious distortion is caused by hiding 

data into I frame. So it is easy to be found by the third party, that is, its undetectability and security 

are weak. Through preventing inter-view distortion drift, the KLD and DPSNR value of P_drift are 
less than those of I_drift. Compared with I_drift, P_noDrift is superior by enhancing PSNR with 

7.5dB and reducing KLD with 0.07 at least. By avoiding inter-view and intra-frame distortion drift, 

the KLD and DPSNR value of P_noDrift are about 0, which is hard to be detected by the third party. 
Therefore, the presented way to limit distortion drift is effective for improving the undetectability 

and security. 

 
Table 1. Embeddable coefficients of different methods 

 

Methods Conditions 1 to 3 Condition 1 (Rset) Condition 2 (Cset) 

Ours ψ = (Y11, Y22) 
ψc = (Y01, Y02) 

𝜔 = (Y21, Y22) 

ψc = (Y10, Y20) 

𝜔 = (Y12, Y22)
 

HS Y22 (Y02, Y22) (Y20, Y22) 

DE (Y11, Y22) (Y02, Y22) (Y20, Y22) 

IPS (Y11, Y22) (Y02, Y22) (Y20, Y22) 
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(a) (b) 

 

Figure 5. KLD and PSNR of the schemes with or without distortion drift limitation 
 

Correspondingly, the marked frames of Flamenco and Race are shown in Figure 6 (a) and (e) are 

the first original P0 frames, (b) and (f) are the first marked I0 frames obtained by using I_drift to 
hide data, (c) and (g) are the first marked P0 frames obtained by using P_drift to hide data, (d) and 

(h) are the first marked P0 frames obtained by using P_noDrift to hide data. It can be seen that there 

are large distortion in the frames (b) and (f). The distortion is around the people and floor in the 

frame (b). The road and trees are distorted in the frame (f). When data is hidden into the first P0 
frame, there is no distortion on the first I0 frame. Compared with the frames (b) and (f), the 

distortion in the frames (c) and (g) is less. Furthermore, the distortion in the frames (d) and (h) is 

not obvious. It can be concluded from the results that superior visual quality and invisibility could 
be achieved by using the proposed way to prevent inter-view and intra-frame distortion drift. 

 

 
(a)                                            (b)                                              (c) 

 
(d)                                 (e)                              (f) 

 
(g)                                            (h) 

 

Figure 6. The original and marked frames of Flamenco and Race 
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4.2. Comparison of Different Lossless Steganography Methods 
 

In order to compare the presented algorithm with other lossless steganography methods in the same 
environment, embeddable blocks, which could be used for hiding information without causing 

inter-view and intra-frame distortion drift, are selected from P0 frames by using three conditions 

and coupling coefficients. HS[8], DE[15], and IPS [16] are three typical lossless steganography 
algorithms and could be used for video. Therefore, they are chosen for comparing with our 

algorithm. The embeddable coefficients of the proposed algorithm, HS[8], DE [15], and IPS [16] 

are shown in Table 1. Denote the proposed scheme with the offset vector ∂= ∂c = (0,1) as Our(0.1), 

and the proposed scheme with the offset vector ∂ = ∂c = (0,2) as Our(0,2).The comparison of 
embedding performance for different schemes is portrayed in Figure 7, where the points of each 

line from left to right represent the embedding cases in which the threshold H is 4, 3, 2, 1, and 0, 

respectively. 
 

Compared with other schemes, in order to embed the same quantity of information, the least 

DSSIM and DPSNR (i.e. the best SSIM and PSNR) can be obtained by using the proposed 

algorithm Our (0.1). The best SSIM and PSNR mean that the best video quality, invisibility and 
undetectability. Let HS0 be HS that is employed for embedding information into zero coefficients, 

and HS±1 be HS that is employed for embedding information into 1 or -1 coefficients. Given the 

same conditions and coupling coefficients to prevent intra-frame distortion propagation, HS0 is 
equivalent to the presented algorithm Our (0,1). So the lines of HS0 are thusly omitted in Figure 7. 

Little capacity, embedding efficiency, DSSIM and DPSNR could be got by using HS±1 to hide 

data. 
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       (e) Average of 9 videos                          (f) Average of 9 videos   

 
Figure 7.  Performance comparison of varied lossless algorithms 

 

Compared with Our(0,1), higher capacity and better embedding efficiency can be achieved by 
using Our(0,2) to hide information. At the same time, the higher DSSIM and DPSNR are caused. 

That is, when schemes with bigger |∂| or |∂c| are used to hide data, greater capacity can be got, and 

more distortion will be begot. Therefore, we need to control the modulus of∂ for limiting the 

distortion. 
 

4.3. Discussions 
 

When the threshold H is not considered, the optional number for picking n coefficients from 16 

QDCT coefficients is the number of permutations, which is denoted by 16

nA . In an embeddable block 

satisfying Conditions 1 to 3 at the same time, 16

nA
 
ways could be used to create the carrier vector ψ. 

Assume the element zi in the offset vector ∂ is 0, 1 or -1, there are 3n-1 kinds of ∂ excluding a zero 

vector. Then the amount of selections for constructing ψ and ∂is calculated by (15). Even if an 

eavesdropper knows a marked block, the probability of guessing the embedded value directly is 

only1/(1.3×1021) ≈ 7.7×10-22. 
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When only one zi in the offset vector ∂ is 1 or -1 and the others are 0, there are n ways to choose one 

zi from n elements of ∂. This zi could be 1 or -1, 2 ways could be used. So 2n alterations could be 

used to form ∂, and the optional count for constructing ψ  and ∂ is obtained by (16). Even if the 

third party identifies a marked block and the data hiding algorithm, the probability for calculating 

the hidden data bit at once is only1/ (1.7×1015)≈5.9×10-16. 
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When only one zi in the offset vector ∂c is 1 or -1 and the others are 0, 2S alterations could be used 

to form ∂c, and the optional count for constructing ψc   and ∂c  is 
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Given a pure payload, only 16 selections could be used by HS for picking one position from 16 

QDCT coefficients to embed data and the elective sum for DE and IPS is 2

16 240A  . It can be seen 

clearly that our lossless algorithm has an enormous choice, which can be united with large capacity 

to provide a broad operational space for secure and robust technologies someday. The proposed 
algorithm will be combined with random function, secret sharing, duplication code, error 

correcting code, and other methods to strengthen the security and robustness of covert 

communication in future. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

A lossless steganography algorithm based on orthogonal vector with limited distortion propagation 

for 3D H.264 video is proposed to acquire fine embedding performance. Inter-view and intra-frame 
distortion diffusion is prevented according to the prediction structure and modes of 3D video. 

Some conditions are used to select an embeddable block, where several coefficients are picked up 

to compose a carrier vector or compensation vector. One bit of message is embedded or extracted 

according to the value of the inner product of the carrier vector and offset vector. There is such a 
huge choice space to create and change a carrier vector that a large operational area is achieved for 

steganography. Compared with other algorithms, the proposed scheme has superior invisibility and 

undetectability because of the numerous ways of forming carrier vector and offset vector. 
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ABSTRACT  
 
This paper presents a two-dimensional histogram shifting technique for reversible data hiding 

algorithm. In order to avoid the distortion drift caused by hiding data into stereo H.264 video, 

we choose arbitrary embeddable blocks from 4×4 quantized discrete cosine transform 

luminance blocks which will not affect their adjacent blocks. Two coefficients in each 

embeddable block are chosen as a hiding coefficient pair. The selected coefficient pairs are 
classified into different sets on the basis of their values. Data could be hidden according to the 

set which the value of the coefficient pair belongs to. When the value of one coefficient may be 

changed by adding or subtracting 1, two data bits could be hidden by using the proposed 

method, whereas only one data bit could be embedded by employing the conventional histogram 

shifting. Experiments show that this two-dimensional histogram shifting method can be used to 

improve the hiding performance. 

 

KEYWORDS 
 
Reversible data hiding, Two-dimensional histogram shifting, H.264, Multi-view coding 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Using data hiding including watermarking and steganography, we embed data into multimedia 

for covert communication, authentication, annotation, fingerprinting and copyright protection. In 

some applications such as medical media sharing, military, law enforcement, multimedia file 

management and remote sensing, the permanent media distortion caused by data hiding is 
intolerable. Reversible data hiding (RDH) can fully restore the host media after extracting data. 

Hiding data into the quantized discrete cosine transformation (QDCT) coefficients is the most 

common practice, but the distortion due to embedded data will spread and accumulate, called 
distortion drift. By a video RDH algorithm, the value of each QDCT coefficient is restored 

completely, so important videos without distortion could be treasured and watched. 

Consequently, there will not be too many network videos with hidden important information so 

that it is difficult for others to find stego covers. Additionally, some video RDH techniques have 
been presented for sensitive applications [1] and error concealment [2, 3] recently. 

 

In order to improve the hiding capacity and reduce the distortion, algorithms based on histogram 
shifting (HS) [2-14], difference expansion [15-18], integer transform [1, 19, 20] and soon have 

been proposed recently, where HS, difference expansion, and integer transform are three main 

techniques that could be used for hiding data into H.264 videos. 

http://airccse.org/cscp.html
http://airccse.org/csit/V11N02.html
https://doi.org/10.5121/csit.2021.110204
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The peak of the image histogram is used to hide data in the typical HS scheme [6], where each 
pixel value is changed at most by adding or subtracting 1. When the peak point value is higher, 

the higher capacity and lower distortion could be obtained. So the difference and the prediction-

error HS methods are presented later. Difference image histogram shifting is utilized for 

multilevel RDH in [8], where a value in a difference image is the difference between two 
neighboring pixels in an image. Nine-dimensional histogram is applied for prediction strategy in 

[10], where prediction-error expansion techniques and pixel selection methods are combined with 

the general framework of HS-based RDH to achieve better hiding performance. In [12], a 
bidirectional-shift strategy is used to extend the shift able positions in the central zone of the 

allowable coordinates. QDCT coefficient histogram is similar to difference histogram and 

prediction-error histogram. So it is an efficient and welcome way to reversibly hide data into 
QDCT coefficients by using HS in H.264 video RDH schemes [2, 3]. However, in the 

conventional HS scheme, each coefficient, difference, or prediction error is changed in isolation. 

 

With the rapid development of popular stereo video, traditional RDH technique researchers began 
to turn their attention to the new cover media. Joint Video Team released multi-view video 

coding (MVC) standard as an appendix of H.264 standard in 2010. In order to compress 

efficiently, intra-frame prediction, inter-frame prediction and parallax prediction are used by 
MVC standard. Hence, embedding information into MVC video may cause visual distortion and 

serious distortion drift. Therefore, a two-dimensional (2D) HS-based RDH algorithm for MVC 

video with limited distortion drift is proposed in this paper. Compared with other methods, 
enhanced 2D HS technique selecting two arbitrary QDCT AC coefficients from every 

embeddable block for embedding more information with lower distortion. 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the main idea of 2D HS is introduced. 
Section 3 describes the way of preventing distortion drift for MVC video and depicts the MVC 

video RDH algorithm based on 2D HS. Experimental results are given in section 4. Last, 

conclusions are drawn in section 5. 
 

2. HS-BASED RDH SCHEME 
 

2.1. Conventional HS 
 

One-dimensional (1D) HS proposed by Ni et al. [6] could be used for hiding data into QDCT 

coefficients of MVC video. The peak of QDCT coefficient histogram is 0. Information is 

embedded by expansion and shifting as shown in Figure 1 and (1). 
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Figure 1. Transformation of QDCT coefficients in conventional 1D HS 
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Where Ur1 is a QDCT coefficient, 1rU 
 is the marked QDCT coefficient after hiding data, and mi 

∈{0,1} is a to-be-embedded data bit. When the value of Ur1 is 0 or -1, a data bit could be hidden, 

where the video will not be modified if mi is “0”, and the coefficient will become 1 or -2 if mi is 

“1”. Accordingly, the receiver could extract information mi and restore the original QDCT 

coefficient from the marked QDCT coefficient 1rU 
as follows: 

 

A. If the value of the marked coefficient 1rU 
 is 0 or -1, the extracted data bit mi will be 0, the 

original coefficient Ur1= 1rU 
, which needs no modification. 

B. If 1rU 
 is 1, the original value of the coefficient Ur1 will be 0, and the bit mi will be 1. 

C. If 1rU 
 is -2, the original value of the coefficient Ur1 will be -1, and the bit mi will be 1. 

D. If 1rU 
> 1, there will be no hidden data bit, and the original coefficient Ur1= 1rU 

-1. 

E. If 1rU 
< -2, there will be no hidden data bit, and the original coefficient Ur1= 1rU 

+1. 

 

In this scheme, the 1D coefficient histogram is defined by 
 

h(d1) = #{ Ur1| Ur1= d1}             (2) 

 
Where # is the cardinal number of a set, and d1 is an integer. 

 

The embedding capacity denoted as EC of the 1D HS hiding scheme is  
 

EC = h(0) + h(-1)                     (3) 

 

For QDCT coefficients, the embedding distortion denoted as ED in terms of l2-error can be 
formulated as 
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2 2 d d
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           (4) 

 
When two QDCT coefficients denoted as Ur1 and Ur2 are used to embed data, the mapping shown 

in Figure 1 can be used for hiding data into each coefficient. Therefore, a 2D coefficient 

histogram defined by (5) could be employed to hide data, as shown in Figure 2, where at most 
two bits of information denoted by mimi+1 could be hidden into one pair of coefficients. 

 

t(d1, d2)=#{(Ur1, Ur2)| Ur1= d1, Ur2= d2}          (5) 

 
where d2 is an integer. 

 

2.2. Proposed 2D HS 
 

In Figure 2, the maximum modification of each QDCT coefficient pair is 2, which may cause 

obvious distortion. In order to reduce the cost, we primarily seek for different points to record 
different data with at most one modification. Four points are needed for recording two bits of data 

“00”, “01”, “10”, and “11”. As illustrated in Figure 3, when the value of coefficient pair (Ur1, 

Ur2) is (-1, 0), which can be used for representing “00” with no change, it could be expanded to 
its neighboring points (-1, 1), (-2, 0), and (-1, -1) to record two data bits 01, 10, and 11 with one 

modification, respectively. When the value of (Ur1, Ur2) is (2, 0), it can be expanded to its 

adjacent points (3,0) and (2,1) for recording a data bit “0” and “1” with one modification, 
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respectively. According to these mapping rules, the set (denoted as D) of all the values of QDCT 
coefficient pairs, could be divided into sixteen subsets defined as follows: 

 

D1 = {(0, 0)},   D2 = {(-1, 0)},   D3 = {(-1, -1)},   D4 = {(0, -1)},   D5 = {(Ur1, 0) | Ur1 > 0}, 

D6 = {(Ur1, 0) | Ur1 < -1},   D7 = {(Ur1, -1) | Ur1 > 0},   D8 = {(Ur1, -1) | Ur1 < -1}, 
D9 = {(0, Ur2) | Ur2 > 0},   D10 = {(0, Ur2) | Ur2 < -1}, D11 = {(-1, Ur2) | Ur2 > 0}, 

D12 = {(-1, Ur2) | Ur2 < -1}, D13 = {(Ur1, Ur2) | Ur1 > 0, Ur2 > 0}, 

D14 = {(Ur1, Ur2) | Ur1 > 0, Ur2 < -1},   D15 = {(Ur1, Ur2) | Ur1 < -1, Ur2 > 0}, 
D16 = {(Ur1, Ur2) | Ur1 < -1, Ur2 < -1}. 
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Figure 2. Transformation of QDCT coefficients in conventional 2D HS 
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Figure 3. Transformation of QDCT coefficients in the proposed 2D HS 
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The selected coefficient pairs are classified into different sets on the basis of their values. 
Information could be hidden according to the set which the value of the coefficient pair belongs 

to. Correspondingly, the embedding process can be described in the following way. 

 

If the coefficient pair (Ur1, Ur2) ∈D1, the marked coefficient pair denoted by 1 2( , )r rU U 
 will be 
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If the coefficient pair (Ur1, Ur2) ∈ D2, the marked coefficient pair  will be 
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If the coefficient pair (Ur1, Ur2) belongs to D3 or D8, the marked coefficient pair  will be 
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If the coefficient pair (Ur1, Ur2) belongs to D4 or D7, the marked coefficient pair  will be 
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If the coefficient pair (Ur1, Ur2) ∈ D5, the marked coefficient pair  will be 
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If the coefficient pair (Ur1, Ur2) ∈ D6, the marked coefficient pair  will be 
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If the coefficient pair (Ur1, Ur2) ∈ D9, the marked coefficient pair  will be 
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If the coefficient pair (Ur1, Ur2) ∈ D10, the marked coefficient pair  will be 
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r r i

r r

r r i

U U m
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        (13) 

 

If the coefficient pair (Ur1, Ur2) ∈ D11, the marked coefficient pair  will be 

1 2
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1 2

( , 1),        if =0
( , )
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r r i
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               (14) 

 

If the coefficient pair (Ur1, Ur2) ∈ D12, the marked coefficient pair  will be 
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1 2

( , 1),           if =0
( , )
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r r i
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          (15) 

 

If the coefficient pair (Ur1, Ur2) belongs to D13, D14, D15, or D16, no message could be hidden, and 
the marked coefficient pair will be 

 

1 2 1 2 13

1 2 1 2 14

1 2

1 2 1 2 15

1 2 1 2 16

( 1, 1),      if ( , )
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       (16) 

 

In this way, the value of the marked coefficient pair may be in a new set, which the information 
could be extracted according to. The value of the coefficient pair could be completely recovered 

by the reverse process of embedding way. The embedding capacities of the presented 2D HS and 

the conventional 2D HS, denoted as ECpre and ECcon, can be computed by (17) and (18). 
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  (18) 

 

According to (17) and (18), we can infer the difference of embedding capacity between the 
presented 2D HS and the conventional 2D HS by 

 

       (19) 

 

For QDCT coefficients, the distortion in terms of l2 -error of the presented 2D HS and the 
customary 2D HS, denoted as EDpre and EDcon, can be formulated as (20) and (21). 
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Therefore, we can infer the difference of hiding distortion between the presented 2D HS and the 

conventional 2D HS by 
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      (22) 

 

According to (19) and (22), compared with the conventional 2D HS, to get the same quantity of 

embedding information, the distortion caused by our scheme is lower. When the value of the 
QDCT coefficient pair (Ur1,Ur2) belongs to the sets D1, D2, D5, D6 , D7 , or D8, although the same 

capacity (two data bits or one data bit) can be gotten by the two methods, 2 is the largest cost in 

the conventional HS, whereas at most one modification is caused by our method. When (Ur1, Ur2) 

belongs to the sets D3 or D4, if the same number of data is embedded, the same distortion will be 
caused. When the value of the QDCT coefficient pair (Ur1, Ur2) belongs to other sets, the same 

capacity and distortion will be gotten by the two methods. 

 

3. 2D-HS-BASED MVC VIDEO RDH ALGORITHM 
 

The presented RDH algorithm based on 2D HS for MVC video is shown in Figure 4. For the 

sender, in order to enhance the security and the robustness of the hidden information, the 

information is encrypted and encoded by binary BCH code before data hiding. The original MVC 
video is entropy decoded to get QDCT MBs, where some MBs are chosen for hiding data, and 

the unselected MBs will be entropy encoded directly. According to the approach depicted in 

Figure 3, several data bits are embedded into each embeddable QDCT coefficient pair, which 
could be randomly selected from every embeddable 4×4 block in a MB. Therefore, for the 

receiver, the hidden data could be extracted from the marked QDCT coefficient pairs after 

entropy decoding. 
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Figure 4. The flowchart of the presented 2D-HS-based RDH algorithm: (a) Information embedding, (b) 

Information extraction and carrier recovery 

 

3.1. Distortion Propagation Preclusion 
 

Figure 5 illustrates the prediction scheme of MVC video with hierarchical B coding and two 
views. Horizontal arrows indicate inter-frame prediction, and vertical arrows express parallax 

prediction. Each group of picture (GOP) includes 16 frames, where there are eight frames in each 

view. I0 frames and P0 frames are key frames at the highest level marked by 0. Only intra-frame 
prediction is used in I0 frames so that they will not be affected by other frames. Whereas the 

distortion of one I0 frame will affect all the frames in the two adjacent GOPs predicted by this I0 

frame. In contrast, parallax distortion drift will be avoided by embedding data into P0 frames, 
which do not predict the frames in the left view. The parallax and the inter-frame distortion drift 

will be eliminated by hiding data into b4 frames, which are not referred by other frames. But in 

the internet transfers, it is easy to lose b4 frames located at the lowest level. By comparison, 

stronger robustness can be obtained by hiding data into P0 frames located at the highest level. 
Additionally, six B3 frames in each GOP could be used for hiding data, where only b4 frames may 

be changed by hiding data into B3 frames. In short, users could select embeddable frames on 

demand since different frames have strengths and weaknesses. 
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Figure 5. Prediction structure of MVC video with hierarchical B coding and two views 

 

At the MVC encoder, after the prediction block is subtracted from the original pixel block in the 

YUV video, the consequent residual block, denoted by LR0, undergoes 4×4 (or 8×8) DCT and 

quantization as reckoned in: 
 

0( ) ( / )R T

f f fU round C L C E Q               (23) 

 

Where U is a QDCT block with 16 QDCT coefficients numbered by zigzag scan, 
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 1/ 2,  2 / 5a c  , the matrix is the 

transpose of Cf, Q is the quantization step size,  means a mathematical operation, which 
expresses that each element in the preceding matrix is multiplied by the value at the 

corresponding position in the latter matrix. 

 
If data is hidden into one QDCT block U by changing some QDCT coefficients, the block U will 

be altered to a marked QDCT  block denoted by U’, and the deviation (denoted by △U ) caused 

by hiding data is  

 

U U U          (24) 

 
At the decoder, the residual pixel block, denoted as LR, is gained by lossy decompression (inverse 

quantization and 4×4 inverse DCT) as shown in: 
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If data is hidden by changing some QDCT coefficients, the residual pixel block LR will be turned 

into the marked pixel block denoted as , and the mutation denoted as △LR is 

 

( )R R R T

u u uL L L round C U Q E C
                     (26) 
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Take the QDCT coefficient U15 as an instance to prove the distortion caused by hiding data. 
Assume an integer denoted as z is added to the value of U15, i.e., the change of the QDCT block  

 

for hiding data is

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0

U

z

 
 
  
 
 
  , then the difference of the corresponding pixel block in 

YUV video is 

 

2

1 2 2 1

2 4 4 21

2 4 4 24

1 2 2 1

RL Qc z

  
 
 
  
  
 
            (27) 

 
In order to hide information, only z is added to the QDCT coefficient U15, but the whole 4×4 

pixel block in the corresponding YUV video is altered. Similarly, the modification of one QDCT 

coefficient in an 8×8 transformation block will change the whole 8×8 pixel block, whose 
distortion range is bigger than 4×4 block. Additionally, only two kinds of transformations, 4×4 

transformation and 8×8 transformation, are used in MVC standard. Thus a 4×4 transformation 

block is chosen to hide information in this paper. 
 

Accordingly, the boundary pixels denoted as o0, o1, …, o12, shown in Figure 6 (In mode 2 that is 

not depicted in Figure 6(b) and Figure 6 (c), all elements are predicted with the average of upper 

pixels denoted as H and left pixels denoted as V, i.e., Mean (H+V) ), may be changed by 
embedding data into some QDCT coefficients of the four blocks denoted by Lx,y-1, Lx-1,y-1, Lx-1,y, 

and Lx-1,y+1 (integers x and y present the position of a block). If intra-frame prediction is employed 

in the current block Lx,y, its prediction block will be calculated by the pixels o0…o12.So the 
distortion of the blocks Lx,y-1, Lx-1,y-1, Lx-1,y, and Lx-1,y+1 will drift to the block Lx,y. Otherwise, if 

parallax prediction or inter-frame prediction is applied in the block Lx,y, whose prediction block is 

gotten by referring other frames as shown in Figure 5, the block Lx,y will not be affected by any 

modification of its neighboring blocks. 
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Figure 6. Intra-frame prediction modes: (a) Position, (b) Predictive directions of 4×4 blocks, (c) Predictive 

directions of 16×16 blocks. 

 

Let inter-MB be a 16×16 MB with inter-frame prediction or parallax prediction. The nine 4×4 

blocks numbered by 0…8 are not located at the rightmost column or the bottom row of the inter-

MB shown in Figure 7. If the block Lx,y is such a block, its neighboring blocks Lx,y+1, Lx+1,y+1 
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andLx+1,y will be in the current inter-MB. In addition, the neighboring block Lx+1,y-1 may be in 
either the current inter-MB or one of the blocks numbered by 9…11 in the encoded MB at the 

encoder (or a decoded MB at the decoder). Thus these adjacent blocks Lx,y+1, Lx+1,y+1, Lx+1,y and 

Lx+1,y-1 will not be affected by the current block  Lx,y. Therefore, the nine 4×4 blocks numbered by 

0…8 in each inter-MB can be chosen as embeddable blocks for hiding data without intra-frame 
distortion drift. 

 

Encoded/Decoded MB Current inter-MB

0

6 87

543

21

9

10

11

 
 

Figure 7. 4×4 embeddable blocks without intra-frame distortion drift 

 

3.2. Data Embedding 
 

The embedding flowchart at the encoder is shown in Figure 4(a). There are five main steps to 

complete the data-hiding process: processing the to-be-hidden information, embedding the seed 
denoted by K, choosing embeddable blocks, selecting coefficient pairs, and data embedding. 

 

A. Processing the to-be-hidden information   To ensure safety, the original information is 

encrypted into cypher text with a RSA public key. Then the encrypted information is 
encoded by BCH code before data hiding to guarantee the robustness. 

 

B. Embedding the seed K  To improve the security, random function and the seed Kare used 
to select embeddable blocks and coefficients. We encrypt the seed K with a RSA public 

key and hide the seed K into some QDCT MBs of I0 frames with a public RDH algorithm. 
 

C. Choosing embeddable blocks   It is necessary to limit the distortion region since large 
region of distortion is obvious. Random block numbers are generated to select embeddable 

4×4 blocks (not at the bottom row or the rightmost column, as shown in Figure 7), which 

could be used for hiding data without intra-frame distortion drift. Additionally, a positive 

integer is set to generate a random threshold denoted by G so that embeddable blocks could 
be chosen randomly according to |U0|≥G. When the threshold G is bigger, the fewer 

embeddable blocks will be found, and the region of the distortion will be less. 
 

D. Selecting coefficient pairs   Two QDCT coefficients (Ur1, Ur2) are randomly chosen from 
each embeddable blocks. There are 15 ways to choose Ur1 from 15 AC coefficients, and 14 

ways to select Ur2 from the rest 14 AC coefficients. Thus the optional of selecting (Ur1, Ur2) 

is 15×14=210. Given a marked block, the probability for directly guessing the hidden data 
bit is 1/210 0.00476. In this way, the application of arbitrary embedding positions 

including blocks and coefficients can be used to reduce the modification of statistical 

histogram and improve the undetectability of RDH algorithm. 
 

E. Data embedding Some data bits are hidden into each coefficient pair by following Figure 

3. 
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3.3. Data Extracting and Video Restoring 
 

Figure 4(b) displays the procedure of information extraction and video restoration. There are four 

main steps to complete this process: extracting the seed K, choosing extractable blocks and 
coefficient pairs, data extracting and video restoring, processing the extracted information. 

 

A. Extracting the seed K After the entropy decoding of the MVC video, we extract the seed 
K from I0 frame with the public RDH algorithm and decrypt the seed K with the RSA 

private key. 

 

B. Choosing extractable blocks and coefficient pairs The same random seed can be used to 
generate the same random sequence. Thus the communication parties can use the same 

random seed K to choose the same embeddable/ extractable blocks and coefficient pairs, 

where information could be hidden without intra-frame distortion drift. 
 

C. Data extracting and video restoring According to the reverse process of Figure 3, we 

can extract the hidden information and completely recover the MVC video. 
 

D. Processing the extracted information Finally, we use BCH code technique to recover 

the information and decrypt the hidden data. 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

The presented algorithm has been effectuated in the H.264 reference software version JM18. 

4[21]. Test samples are the nine video sequences [22] (the size of each frame is 640×480) shown 
in Figure 8. Two YUV files are encoded into a MVC video with 233 frames (at 30 

frames/second) and two views, left view and right view, which has 30 P0 frames. The parameters 

intra-period and quantization step are set to 8 and 28, respectively. The capacity of a sequence is 

the average number of bits embedded into each P0 frame of the 30 P0 frames in that sequence. 
The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) value compared to the original YUV files is the average of 

all the frames in two views. The structural similarity (SSIM) compared to the original YUV files 

is the average of all the frames. The embedding efficiency e is defined as 
 

1

/
mi N

hide i

i

e N Lm




 
        (28) 

 
where Nhide is the number of embedded bits, Lmi is the changed size of the ith modified QDCT 

coefficient, Nm is the number of modified QDCT coefficients. 

 

4.1. Data Hiding Performance 
 

The capacity, PSNR, SSIM, bit-rate increase and embedding efficiency always depend on the 
video content and the embeddable block selection conditions. First, different embedding 

performances can be achieved by hiding data into different videos. Second, lower embedding 

capacity, better video quality, lower bit-rate increase, and less embedding efficiency can be 
obtained by data hiding with stricter block selection condition (higher threshold). When the 

threshold G increases, the increases in PSNR and SSIM values are very gentle, whereas the 

embedding capacity, the bit-rate increase and the embedding efficiency decline sharply. 
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Figure 8. Test videos (the size of each frame is 640×480) (a) Akko&Kayo, (b) Ballroom, (c) Crowd, (d) 

Exit, (e) Flamenco, (f) Objects, (g) Race, (h) Rena and (i) Vassar 

 

Figure 9 shows the performance comparison of four different RDH algorithms. In the method 
presented in [17] denoted by DE, the algorithm presented in [1] denoted by PS, and the proposed 

scheme, data is hidden into QDCT coefficient pair (U2, U5), where U2 is used by [14], denoted by 

1DHS. 

 

 
 

           (a) Vassar                                                (b) Average of 9 videos 

 

 
 

              (c) Vassar                                                            (d) Average of 9 videos 
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   (e) Vassar                                                      (f) Average of 9 videos 

 

 
 

            (g) Vassar                                           (h) Average of 9 videos 

 
Figure 9. Comparison of hiding performance on different schemes 

 

The experimental results show that when the same number of data is hidden, the best SSIM, 

PSNR, embedding efficiency, and the least bit-rate increase can be obtained by using the 

presented algorithm. The best SSIM and PSNR show that the best video quality can be gained by 
using our scheme. The highest embedding efficiency means that if the same modification is 

made, the most data bits could be hidden by using our method. According to the lower bit-rate 

increase, we can know that the application of the proposed method has minimal impact on the 
coding efficiency of MVC. 

 

In order to further compare these methods, the threshold G is set to be 0 and 1000 bits of data are 
hidden into one P0 frame of Race on average, as shown in Table 1. Compared with some state-of-

the-art RDH methods, our RDH algorithm is superior by enhancing PSNR, SSIM, and 

embedding efficiency with 0.19dB, 0.0007, and 0.5 at least, respectively. 

 
Table 1. Comparison of embedding performance between the proposed algorithm and four methods for 

hiding 1000 bits of information into one P0 frame of Race on average 

 
 Ours 1DHS DE PS 

PSNR(dB) 37.62 37.43 37.38 36.87 

SSIM 0.9614 0.9607 0.9605 0.9593 

e 2.21 1.71 1.55 0.95 

 

Accordingly, parts of the marked frames of Race are shown in Figure 10. It is easy to find 

apparent distortion on the trees in the frame (b). By contrast, little distortion could be seen in the 
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frame (c). The experimental results verify that superior visual quality can be achieved by using 
the proposed method to embed information. 

 

 
 

          (a) Original                      (b) 1DHS                       (c) Proposed scheme 

 
Figure 10.  The marked frames of Race generated by 1DHS and the proposed 2D HS with  

1000 bits of information 

 

4.2. Discussions 
 
The computational efficiency of the proposed RDH scheme is related to the frame number 

denoted by LV and the information length Nhide, so the computational complexity of the proposed 

algorithm could be denoted as O(LV×Nhide). All the experiments were run on a machine with 24 
processors (2.5GHz ) and 32GB of RAM. It took 162ms on average to run the data hiding 

procedure for each frame of the test videos. The video decoding procedure without data hiding 

for each frame of the test videos cost 161ms on average. The duration caused by hiding data for 

each frame is 1ms on average. Therefore, the presented method with low complexity can be used 
for real-time application. 

 

Furthermore, in our paper [23], we have tested that BCH(7,4,1) is the most powerful code in 
terms of error correction capability if 1 random error bit is corrected. Otherwise, BCH (63,7,15) 

is the most powerful code in terms of error correction capability, where the hidden data bits can 

be recovered 100% when the frame loss rate is no more than 15%. So high robustness could be 

achieved by using the proposed scheme shown in Figure 4. 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

A novel 2D HS is proposed in this paper. Utilizing this scheme, two data bits can be hidden with 
at most one modification, whereas two will be cost in the conventional HS. Compared with some 

state-of-the-art methods, the proposed scheme has superior hiding performance. In our future 

work, we will generalize the proposed scheme for hiding over 2 bits of data with at most one 

modification, and extend this method to image RDH such as difference HS and prediction-error 
HS. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Arc, one virus-like gene, crucial for learning and memory, was dis-covered by researchers in 

neurological disorders fields, Arc mRNA’s single directed path and allowing protein binding 
regional restric-tively is a potential investigation on helping shuttle toxic proteins responsible 

for some diseases related to memory deficiency. Mean time to switching (MTS) is calculated 

explicitly quantifying the switching process in statistical methods combining Hamiltonian 

Markov Chain(HMC). The model derived from predator and prey with typeII functional 

response studies the mechanism of normals with intrin-sic rate of increase and the persisters 

with the instantaneous discovery rate and converting coefficients. During solving the results, 

since the numeric method is applied for the 2D approximation of Hamiltonion with intrinsic 

noise induced switching combining geometric minimum action method. In the application of 

Hamiltonian Markov Chain, the behavior of the convertion (between mRNA and proteins 

through 6 states from off to on ) is described with probabilistic conditional logic formula and 

the final concentration is computed with both Continuous and Discret Time Markov 
Chain(CTMC/DTMC) through Embedding and Switching Diffusion. The MTS, trajectories and 

Hamiltonian dynamics demonstrate the practical and robust advantages of our model on 

interpreting the switching process of genes (IGFs, Hax Arcs and etc.) with respects to memory 

deficiency in aging process which can be useful in further drug efficiency test and disease 

curing. Coincidentally, the Hamiltonian is also well used in describing quantum mechanics and 

convenient for computation with time and position information using quantum bits while in the 

second model we construct, switching between excitatory and inhibitory neurons, similarity of 

qubit and neuron is an interesting object as well. Especially with the interactions operated with 

phase gates, the excitation from the ground state to excitation state is a well analogue to the 

neuron excitation. Not only on theoretical aspect, the experimental methods in neuron switching 

model is also inspiring to quantum computing. Most basic one is as stimulate hippocampus can 

be identical to spontaneous neural excitation(|g>|e>), pi-pulse is utilized to drive the ground 
state to the higher state. There thus exists prosperous potential to study the transfer between 

states with our switch models both classical and quantum computationally.     
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In cell biology, non-equilibrium stochastic process is of interest since the observation of 

experimental results are becoming of higher resolution, studying the molecules both with imaging 

and expression data are often conducted in both single and population (thousand) order, which 

basically described in stochastic process whether on a discrete or continuous scale with status 
changes either genotypically or phenotypically. Many problems are thus studied related to status 

switching, including cell regulatory networks, signal response on excitability and inhibition [1], 

(convinced by translational and transcriptional burst of expression for instances.), metastability 
among populations, (binding of ligands and proteins, forming of polymerases and etc.).In this 

paper, we first focus on the interaction among genes, mRNA, proteins and etc. To be more 

specific, while the switching problem among molecules can be studied on geno-type, including 

sequencing for single RNA, alignments and binding considering condons and etc, we stay on the 
switching with expression (concentration) only, which is simplified as modified population 

problem using Lotka-Volterra equations[3] of two populations only. Thus, rather than the 

competitor model (for instances, cell bifurcations.), we applied simulation of switching on 
predator model. The model is based on the following basic assumptions: Prey population 

(promoters) is fed with enough food all the time while the predator population of the predator 

(the persisters) depends on the size of prey (promoters). 
 

To be more specific, while the switching problem among molecules can be studied on geno-type, 

including sequencing for single RNA, alignments and binding considering condons and etc, we 

stay on the switching with expression (concentration) only, which is simplified as modified 
population problem using Lotka-Volterra equations[3] of two populations only. Thus, rather than 

the competitor model (for instances, cell bifurcations.), we applied simulation of switching on 

predator model. The model is based on the following basic assumptions: Prey population 
(promoters) is fed with enough food all the time while the predator population of the predator 

(the persisters) depends on the size of prey(promoters). 

 
In the next part, we focus on the interpretation of the working memory modelled through neuron 

interactions. Due to the slow oscillation, there occurs the up-state and down-state [4]. The 

solution to the differential equation is initialized on the two formula with regards to intrinsic 

oscillation dS/st and evolution of phase dφ/dt respectively. The reduce to the normal form is 
completed with combination of firing model and leakage-gate model [5]. The parameters are 

solved analytically first and numerically simulated with experiment data.  

 
In practical, for the first model. we mainly study the interaction of DNA and its interaction with 

the associated proteins.(Clinical data of Hax1 and HS1 is downloaded from Ensmbl gene 

database[2]). On one hand, the switching model is calculated under the large deviation theory 

(LDT) [5] combining the least actions. The Markov chain[6] consider the states of the 2D 
coordinates (x; y) of mRNA numbers and protein numbers referencing the distribution of x, 

which follows the order O(1) while PX follows the time scale on O(1/e) and guaran-teeing the 

variant of LDT hold with the transform of the expressions in single population. Only considering 
the process of diffusion case, we study the binding of hax1 with simple switching between on and 

off status under its interaction with HS1 seen as in the constant environment, i.e. the closed 

system at mean field. The dimer which can be cancelled out connect the binding between two 
single population. On the other hand, one numeric method is applied to solve the problem, 

making compare with the stochastic process[7] on ap-proximation equation of the mean 

switching time(MST) with the transform between two status (we studied the switching time with 

four situations, both multiplicative and asymptotic of single population and the binding and 
degradation between two population.) Again, this method is also calculated based on the 

Hamiltonians. We give out the MST with respect to N/Nc denoting N as the population number 
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of interest and Nc as the threshold of certain status (either of that population or the other 
population). Since our study only based on data in the process of transforming in the constant 

environment, extinction is not considered in this paper. 

 

On contrary, the second model applies the deterministic model with the single unit model based 
on normal equation reduced after frequency transfer with firing rate model and leakage model on 

the relation between I and V. Similar as the first model, eigenvalues are solved with Jacobian 

matrix at the fixed stable point. This part gives the core algorithm as well. It represents the 
populations of NMDA, AMPA, GABA cells, separating the system into interacting networks [8]: 

Positive Network Task (PNT) and Negative Network Task (NNT). In PNT, the excitatory 

population AMPA and inhibitory population GABA interacted mutually while in NNT, the 
excitatory population NMDA interacts with inhibitory GABA. The connection in each population 

and each unit are all assumed to be bidirection with the weight difference only across 

populations. Similarly, the weight cross units are also different as neuron cannot connect from 

inhibitory population to excitatory population across unit, the weight accordingly can be seen as 
zero. And the global feedback of inhibitory network is thus constructed [9]. And in aim of 

exploring the transfer between states from another aspect, quantum computation is introduced as 

well. From the Hamiltonian as well, the interactions are studied on energy/power spectrum level 
clearly with not only related to time but also to the dynamics comprehensively. Due to 

comparison with classical switch model, we focus on the internal interactions as well. Thus, the 

switching phase analysis between ground state |g> and higher state |e> or Stark eigenstate |r> 
were introduced.  In the illustration of entanglement, the sweep operation [10] is chosen as its 

advantage of flexible and competitive.  The fixed point finding in classical computation is 

adopted into the eigenstate define in quantum computation and here is exhibited with detail as 

well. More operation and demonstration with regards to Bell states/ GHZ [11] is also interesting 
although not the focus in this paper. 

 

To study both intrinsic and extrinsic noise with the exciting and inhibiting bursts is the potential 
topic in the future. In the following contents, the first chapter is the proposition of the model, 

based on least action with LDT and MTS approximation with one stochastic differential equation 

(SDE) [13]separately; And the second chapter gives numeric experiments based on Hamilton 

Markov Chain[14] computation of the expression data of hax1 and HS1; In the last chapter, the 
model is described in the normal logic formula with both probabilistic condition model[15] and 

the results are analysed with both Hamiltonian, realization size, convergence, the rewards 

computation taking the CTMC as Poisson process[15] and the reachability computation with the 
transfer kernel of switching diffusion[16] through DTMC. In the appendix, there also includes the 

complete proof of model with action S based on Hamilton not only based on the explicit equation 

in this paper. Some descriptive statistics and pre-computation based on the data can be accessed 
through link in availability. As the process related to motor coordination and func-tion, the Hax’s 

function in regulation, B cell’s signal transduction can be further studied with more data 

considering its excitability and metastability functions with stimulation of drugs for instance in 

the future as well. And one computation applying DTMC with linear regression on previous work 
is made as the further extension of the model.  

 

On one hand, as transformation on spectrum is of same computation scale level, for instance, the 
FFT on exponential computation, the base of normal and poisson distribution, it is natural as well 

to find some similar results in quantum computation. On the other hand, the property of neurons 

and qubits are similar, for instance all vs none (AVN) [17]and the network being heretic and 
some researches with regards to empiric model, either stochastically or deterministically, it is 

natural and beneficial to conduct research combing classical and quantomechanical computation 

and modelling. 
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2. PROPOSED MODEL 
 
Molecular interactions are studied on phenotypic data of the mRNA and its associated protein, 

especially the trajectory of the production of hax1 and HS1 with interaction with each other 

through least action method combining diffusion process[18] in the first part while adopted 

model with neurons,... in the second in  this paper. Furthermore, in solving the equation, one 
stochastic differentiation equation  approximates the analytic solution and calculation of 

MST[19] based on converging with Hamiltonian quantities, finding three convergence points 

through eigenvalue of position quantities as well as satisfying H = 0 and Hq = 0 where q(P X ; 
PY ) are momentum quantities. In the 3rd subsection, the transition is illustrated with belief graph 

first and then convert ratio are utilized in computing the discrete embedding of the continuous 

temporal logic. As comparison, the third subsection compute the discretized time markov chain 

as the approximation considering it as a hybrid systems. 
 

2.1. Switching Model with Least Action 
 

a. population defined as mRNA and proteins 
 
First of all, we consider the dynamics of population of the interaction involved systems as 

diffusion[18], and thus the Hamiltonian H(x,θ) is computed with the minimization of action 

(quasi-potential)[20] instead of some other methods, for instance WKB[14]. With the Lagrangian 
denoted with respect to Hamiltonian according to LDT: 

 

 
 
Due to the maximizer θ(x,y) being implicitly defined by Hθ(x,θ(x,y)) = y, we calculate the action 

from quasi-potential: 

 

 
 

So that for any φ ∈ C(0,1) the action S(φ) is given by the equivalent four formula: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note that L(x, y) is the Lagrangian associated with the Hamiltonian H(x,θ) with function θ(x,y) 

and λ(x,y) are implicitly defined for all x ∈ D and y ∈ R n /0 as the unique solution (solution(θ,λ) 

∈ Rn ×[0,inf) of the system possessing zero value when φ 0 = 0 or λ(φ,φ 0 ) = 0 setting the 

integrands to zero with: H(x,θ) = 0,H θ (x,θ) = λy≤ lambda where the lower bounds for S(φ) is 

directly achieved: 

 
 

utilizing the first equation of the four. Furthermore, S(φ) ‘s upper bound can also be obtained 

through defining a minimizing sequences (T k ,ψ k ) ,k∈N with the following rescaling process: 

For every k ∈N let:λk(α)= max(λ(φ(α),φ 0 (α)),1/k),α ∈ [0,1], B k (α) =dα,α ∈ [0,1], T k(α) = B k  

(1), B k (t)=φ(B_k^(-1)(t)),t∈ [0,Tk ] Specifically, the inverse of Bk is approximated with the 

Brownian standard σx satisfying the α0(t)=λ k (α(t)) and thus 1/k≤ α‘(t) ≤ |λk| inf ≤ inf holds for 

all t ∈ [0,Tk ] with the absolute continuity of α(t) . And thus, the ψk is continuous in the whole 
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time sequence (0, T k ), enabling the inverse process: t =t(α) = G k (α) with dt = dα/λk  and  φ‘ 
(α) = ψ’k (t)G’k (α) =ψk(t)’/λk(α). 

 

Thus,                 

 

leading to the upper bound switching the integrate and limitation with k− > inf , and with the 

proof in appendix B(in another work with landscape model) fufilling the first order and second 
order conditions: φ’ =Hθ (φ,θ)/λ is negative definite during the θ maximizing process: L(φ,λφ)/λ 

= supθ∈Rn (< φ’ ,θ> − H(φ,θ)/λ) and guaranteeing them both fufiled by θ = θ(φ,φ’) with the 

second equation, so that upper bound here is the same as the integrands of the lower bound as 
well as holds the θ = 0 when the λ = 0 is satisfied, and therefore: 

 

 
 

 

The calculation can be found completely in Appendix B. 

 

b. population defined as exhibitory and inhibitory neurons 
 
Similarly, the switching model combining two phenomenological models with regards to the 

membrane potential Si for each cell i and the intrinsic oscillation characterized by phase φi is 

constructed (in each single unit, either positive network or negative network is formed by the 

transition between pyramidal neurons and interneurons [21]): 
 

Initial from the resting state, the periodic motion consists of the intrinsic oscillation dS/dt with 

regards to cos φi of the membrane potential Si and the evolution of the phase dφ/dt, depending on 
the depolarization level: 

 

                       (*) 
 

Where  is the synaptic weight between cells i and j, R ( ) is the spike density of the cell j 

with sigmoid format: 

 

 
, 

And  is the driving stimulus, selectively activate cell i. Meanwhile, w and  are frequency and 

stabilization coefficient, respectively. The couplings equations of C and K are: 
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with  and  modulates the coupling and initialize all cells with silent condition (Si = 0) and 

equilibrium phase = arcsin(-w/ ) with parameters: w = 1, =1.19 and g = 10 equals to -

0.997903. Furthermore, cos  = .542066, the EEG is at 6Hz theta oscillation computed with step 

changes from 0.01 to 0.1 in simulation,  computational time accordingly changes from 
0.01/6/2pi~0.000265 to 0.002653 

 

Specifically, in single unit: 

 

                                 (**) 

 
Note that the fixed point attractors are considered only in this paper (process with bifurcation is 

not considered) since we only compute the direction from excitory population to inhibitory 

population while crossing the task networks without stimulus, i.e. TPN-TNN interactions. And  

is fixed at 1 while only  is tuned from 0 to 1 with k5(6 levels in total) in this paper. In addition 

to the differential equations related to S and φ, the Weight matrix Wij abbreviated as W can also 

be defined accordingly and lead to the specific I for each j in neuron i prominently: 
 

 

Where  , J-, J+  is the synaptic strength experimentally and theoretically 

respectively, leads to the Iext:  at p = 2, I0 = 0 and further I as: 

 

 
 

Where the parameter ɵ as the direction of each neuron i, ɵj = 2pi/NI  is evenly distributed 
covering 2pi, describing each node in hopfield network (fully connected). Note that the order is 

fixed and can be changed iff. Wij are the same for all neurons and the detailed classical 

computation with normal differential equations is shown in next section while the prominent 

quantum computation can be found in chapter 2.3(b) and 3. 
 

2.2. Approximation with numerical methods on the convert ratio  
 

a. Gene diffusion referencing bacteria sensoring and MTS on difference mapping 
 
As to study the switching model interpreting the process explicitly, we thus combine the 

deterministic[22] background of the switching between on and off and give out one stochastic 

model based on the explicit (ordinary differential equation) ODE of the numbers of mRNA and 

proteins. Although the final model( referencing the quorum sensing model of bacteria in 
changing environment[23]) removes the dimers but it is used in the first place while cancelled out 

the in the quasi steady state according to its far more faster production and degradation rate 

comparing to transcription and translation.(Simplified mechanism sees Figure 1). Start from the 
bistability of the metastability[24] of the two state model, with the absorbing boundary 

conditions, ρ0 (x∗,t) = 0 and the identification of mean transition rate with principal eigen value 

λ0 ε ,the quasi-stationary approximation of 
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Furthermore, with the quasi-potential satisfying:  

 
 

 

where Pi is the momentum conjugate to the generalized coordinate xi , where gi=√ (S22fi+Xi/τi) 

(For more specific study of the φ1 and φ2 as the interacted diffusive speed, most studies applies 

WKB equations.) Since we focus on the transform between two status of the two populations, 
mRNA (of HS-1) Xn and proteins Hax1 Yn as the system.(with dimer Z of production rate k XY 

and degradation rate k P ) and the degradation rate of HS1 and hax1, as KX and KY, separately. 

From the original ODES[25]: 

 

 

 

 
 

where X0 and Y0 are the initial volumes or baseline volumes of these two populations and with 

instant volume as VX and VY and due to the zero value of dP/dt, the term of P can be replaced 
through: 

 

 

 

 
 

Considering the transform of X(Upstream only), in the first step as degradation as the first term 

of right of the upper formula, the degradation part of X with k X which can be interpreted as the 
Poisson process and rewrite into −µ1/exp(Px), and in the second term, the coefficient of 

degradation part of X , C1 is denoted as VX ∗KX/µ1. Mean while with the assumption of 

continuous Markov chain, where the convert ratio of Y is n, the kXY∗X ∗Y is equivalent to 

(Y/(X+Y))^n so that the whole degradation part becomes C1µ1/ (1+(y/(x+y))^n)exp(Px), 
C2µ2/(1+(x/(x+y))^n)exp(Py),and the final transform rate of mRNA number X and proteins Y 

are:C1/(1+(y/(x+y)^n)(exp(Px) − 1) − µ1X(exp (−Px )−1)andC2/(1+(x/(x+y)^n(exp(PY )− 1) − 

µ2Y(exp( −PY )−1) ,where the coefficient of degradation part of YC2 denoted as Vx ∗KY/µ2 as 
the reciprocal of the other population ratio. And as Y stands for the number of the proteins, X for 

the number of the mRNA separately with m and n as their translation and transcription rate. With 

the total sum of the system molxcule numbers assumed as X+Y, we have the 

Hamiltonian:C1/(1+(y/(x+y)^n)(exp(Px) − 1) − µ1X(exp (−Px )−1) + C2/(1+(x/(x+y)^n(exp(PY 
)− 1) − µ2Y(exp( −PY )−1),where Px ,PY are calculated setting H = 0 and Hθ = 0 , and 

convertion rate which can be calculated as dy/dx, specifically here, letting the first term equals 

the second and third equals the fourth term. (Complete see   Appendix B) Note that: each single 
DNA population (hax1 and HS 1) has its own degradation rate when considering about its mRNA 

computation and the other population’s protein is taken as the intake, promoting its population 

when as normals binding onto the according site of persisters, activating it. Vice versa, thus, the 
two populations have similar structured formula describing each degradation and population 

under the dual interacted population. The mean switching time is calculated based on the solution 

of the SDE: z’ = z +√ ( Nc/N) √ 1+2∗ε-z 2∗η, where Nc = 1/τ and ηN(0,δ) is the white noise with 

correlator< η(τ)η(τ 0 ) >= δ(τ−τ 0 ). Note that it is the span of the master equation in powers of 
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the inverse population size N −1 re-scaling with τ=2^(t/N) , and z=x 1 −x 2 ranges over the 

interval [-1, 1][20], leading to the solution τ0∗ =2λ/(1−2λ) cot(π). Thus, we have the algorithm: 

 

******************************************************************** 
Input:maximum time scale size G, mENA numbers y, proteins x, maxium steps Steps, tolerance Tol, 

parrameters of the sensing model (coefficient of convertion c1, c2, transcription and translation rate m, n, 

degradation rate k1, k2, formation coefficients mu1, mu2, diffusion rate b1, b2), dt as time increasement 
Initilize: maximum time scale, T, maximum step number steps, tolerance Tol, numbers of mRNA after the 

first diffusion process that if necessary, initialized as one random the number, in the first status we start 

with the largest interval to cover higher possibilities, i.e. [x(0),x(0)+1,..,x[1]-1], 

 

for do 

 
     record the sizeT, time t, steps, Steps – steps +1 

     set the sequence according to size T (the interval for mRNA numers) x(1),x(2),…,x(T) and     generate 

the population numer of proteins according data distriutio, y(1), y(2)...y(T). T initialized as the X(i+1) - 

X(i), consider Hamiltonion Markov (Hierarchical)[26]: 

    if xhat exist(iterated from previous status) then: 

segment the interval into several sub-sequences(X0 as the new current status, X1 as the previous status) 

    end if 

    Note that:  As we only consider up streaming, down     regulation into those efore the previous status is 

not included. 

    Function dynamics inputs: x and fined y (or  x0, y0, or x1, y1) 

    Calculate degradation term w1 and w2 according to the (*1)  

    Calculate px, py, dx, dy, conversion rate, He and Hx, s according to Appendix 2 predict multiplied 

mRNA and protein numbers xhat, yhat, and other Hamiltonians 

    Calculate update gamma, delta 

    Calculate tolerance for further stopping criteria as the residule of gamma and cell number with:  

 
 

    Output: H, XHat, HthetaX, HthetaY, HxX, HxY, HamilX, HamilY, HamulXhat, HamilYhat, xhat, sX, 

sY, px, py, pxhat, pyhat, actionratio, delta, gamma, Delta, Gamma, cr1, c1, c2, crhat, c1hat, c2hat, tol,toll, 

Txc, Tyc, Txchat, Tychat 

    Concatenate results: 

    If X0, X1 exist then:     

 
 

    End if 

    If only x0 exist then 

 
      End if 

      Do similar prediction regenerate the mRNA numbers X according to Y with  
   Function dynamics again for comparison. Results are with postfix ‘L’ 

   Store the quantities of ‘successful’ moves with smaller tolerance and action for either from    mRNA or 

protein numbers. 

   If satisfies the configuration condition then 

 
   Else 
      Fail++ 

End if  
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b. Neuron switching in single unit based on normal differential equation 
 

Derived from the equation (**) of single unit fixed point attractors, the normal form around 

bifurcation point can be computed with: 
 

 
 

In addition to the computation of  demonstrated in chapter 3 and  the regression of the 

parameters q, based on experiment data mentioned in 2.1, the global feedback inhibition from the 
excitatory neurons j to the single unit i is depicted as the time series with regards to frequency 

domain as well through firing rate model and leaky-integrating differential equation: 

 

 

Where   (a) 

       (b) 

 
Note that, to simplify the computation, among the parameters conductance, eigenvalue of the 

Jacobian of fixed points and synaptic strength, only the conductance is changed. And the 

algorithm shows the TNN single unit only here: 

 
******************************************************************** 
Input: k5 and prominent conductance for excitatory NMDA gNMDAE,  conductance for inhibitory NMDA 

gNMDAI, conductance for excitatory AMPA gAMPAE, conductance for inhibitory AMPA g AMPAI, 

conductance for excitatory GABA gGABAE,  conductance for inhibitory GABA gGABAI, NI, Iext, time 

step dt =tao/1000 , rest membrane potential Vm, capacitance Cm, leak conductance gL, leak voltage VL, 

resistance sigma, experimental synaptic strength J-, weight matrix W, neuron direction theta   

Initial: t=0, dV_dt = 0 and I1 = Ithre, in the first status we start from excitatory NMDA(nonselective) to 
inhibitory GABA populations considering Iext from the excitatory AMPA(selective) and thus we have the 

INMDA controlled by Mg2+ and VE= 0: INMDA = sum(Vm/NI/sum(1+c_MG*np.exp(-0.062*Vm/NI/3.57))), 

Iext = sum(exp(I0)/sqrt(2pi*sigma)*exp(-(theta-theta0)^2/sigma), where theta0 = 0 and theta = [0,2pi/Ni, 

…,2pi] 

I.achieve V(t) 

for do t = 0,dt,…,tao 

1. compute the increase of V each time step: dV_dt = (-gL*(Vm-VL) -I0)/Cm 

2. update V(t+dt) = V(t) + dV_dt = V(t) + (-gL*(Vm-VL) -I0)/Cm 

end 

II.achieve Excitatory term Ex and Inhibitory term In and compute simulated I 

for do t = 0,dt,…,tao 

1. compute increase of I across all cell j to unit i at each  time step: dIi_dt = INMDA  

for do j = 1,2,…4096 

 

1. Compute from excitatory status: 

 IAMPA__E,j=(V(t)-VE)*gAMPAE*  
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2. Compute from inhibitory status:  

IAMPA_I,j=(V(t)-VE)*gAMPAI*  

IGABA_I,j=(V(t) - VE)* gGABAI*  

 

3. Transfer I to firing rate R(according to equation a): 

RAMPA__E,j(IAMPA__E,j), RAMPA__I,j(IAMPA__I,j), RGABA__I,j(IGABA__I,j)

  
4. With weight matrix: wij = , compute exitatory term 

Ex=   

Ex = Ex +wij* RAMPA__E,j(IAMPA__E,j) 

5. Do for inhibitory I: Transfer R to gain G (according to equation b): 

G[RAMPA__I,j(IAMPA__I,j)], G[RGABA__I,j(IGABA__I,j)]

 
6. Compute inhibitory term In=  : 

In = In +G[ RAMPA__I,j(IAMPA__I,j)]+G[RGABA__I,j(IGABA__I,j)] 

              7.  Compute dIi_dt  = dIi_dt+ IAMPA__E,j 

end 

2. Compute the total I at time t:  Ii(t) =  

end 

Output: Ii(t), dI_dt, Ex, In 

******************************************************************* 
 

2.3. Stochastic Model for (a) gene switches 
 

2.3.1. Probailistic Uncertainty Conditional 
 

 

 
Figure1: Belief Graph 

 

Where S0 = hax1_DNA^inactive ^ hax1 _DNA^low_concentration 

S1 = hax1_DNA^active ^ hax1 DNA^high_concentration 

S2 = hax1_mRNA ^¬degradate 
S3 = hax1_protein^¬degradate 

S4 = HS1_DNA^inactive ^ HS1 _DNA^low_concentration 

S5 = HS1_mRNA^active ^ HS1 DNA^high_concentration 

S6 = HS1_mRNA^¬degradate 
S7 = HS1_protein^¬degradate 

 

Transition rate[27]: R/P(R for CTMC, P for DTMC) 
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2.3.2. Model Check for Stochastic Models Combining Continuous Time Markov Chain 

with Embedding in Reward Computation 

 

The logic applied on a probabilistic notion regards to the belief graph is based on the trust which 

is reflected by the reliability and predictability. Specifically, the language of the stochastic 
models used for computing CTMC [28]is the Continuous Stochastic Logic(CSL) developed and 

extended by some research 

 

A CTMC is a tuple C = (S,s,R,L) where S is the finite set of states, s is the initial state； R is 

S*S->R>0 is the transition rate matrix; L: S->2AP is a labelling function which assigns to each 
state s € S is the set L(s) of atomic propositions valid in the state. Instead of the case of DTMCs, 

a fixed set of atomic propositions AP is applied, the transition rate matrix R assigns rates to each 

pair of states in the CTMC, used as parameters of the exponential distribution. A transition can 
only occur between states s and s’ if R(s,s)>0, representing the probability of this transition being 

triggered within t time-units equals 1-e-R(s,s’)t. Time spent in state s, before such transition 

occurs, is exponentially distributed with rate E(s), where: E(s) = sum(R(s,s’)), where E(s) is 

known as the exit rate of state s. 
 

The embedded DTMC of a CTMC, is the probability of each state s’ transitioned from the 

precious s, independent of the time, defined as: 
 

Emb(C) = (S,s,Pemb(C),L) where for s,s’ € S: 

 

 
 

where the behavior of the CTMC in the alternative way remains in a state s delayed and 

exponentially distributed with rate E(s) and transit with Pemb(C)(s,s’). 

 
The infinitesimal generator matrix for the CTMC C=(S,s,R,L) is the matrix Q: S*S->R defined 

as: 

 

 
 

The CTMC stores the transition from s to s’ in ratio format instead of the possibility in DTMC. 
 

However, the probability measures Prs on ∑PathC(s) as the unique measure such that Prs(C(s)) = 

1 and for any cylinder C(s,I,..,In-1,sn,I’,s’), Prs(C(s, I,…,In-1,Sn, I’,s’)) equals:  

 

 
 

In our case, such model check as with PCTL, we can easily derive the path formulae for the 
states between S0 and S7 separately with 6 time intervals I= [t0,ti] : 
 

， 

，φ = ‘transit, Stands for the probability that a transition occurs in time 

interval I=[t0, ti], And thus, For determing the least solution, 
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And define the rewards function a CTMC D=(S,s,R,L), the semantics is defined as: S |= R~r[I= 

t], ExpC(s,XI=t)~r 
 

2.3.3. Model Check for Stochastic Models reachability/safety computing based on Discrete 

Time Markov Chain(DTMC) approximating the Discrete Time Markov 

Process(DTMP) 

 

In the second application of model check, the continuous dynamics described by switching 
diffusions is studied with reachability and dually safety properties on DTMC.Compared with the 

MC on continuous time domain, DTMC is defined with a fixed, finite set of atomic propositions 

used to label states. The DTMC D is a tuple similar as CTMC (S,s,P,L), where S is a finite set of 
states; s is the initial states; 

 

S*S->[0,1] is the transition probability matrix where ∑s P(s,s’) = 1 for all s€S where L(s) of 
atomic propositions are valid. 

 

 
 
and K>=12 is the Dudley metric universal constant. Let h defined larger than 0 be a sampling 

time and the mean E and the covariance C to simulate a nomal distribution N(x| E,C). Then, the 

discreete kernel is 
 

  

 

  
Where  

 

 

 
 

 

With the events on t belongs to I, An ={X(t) ϵS| P~p[1, ] = P~p[true UI φ]}，Bn={X(t) ϵS| 

P~p[◊Iφ] = P~p [exist UI  φ]，Psafe(X,S,I) = limP(An^Bc), Preach(X,Sc,I) =1- limP(An^Bc) 

 

   
                                                             =-1,   if z1,z2ϵ φ,  

                                                             = 0, if z1ϵ φ, z2ϵS dx 
 

Continuous kernel proof see Appendix B. 
 

To compute the reachability/safety properties, we introduce the scheme based on Discrete Time 

Markov Chain(DTMC) which discretize the state space to approximate the Discrete Time 
Markov Process(DTMP) results from the original switching diffusion process H, a tuple H=(Q, 

K, F,G,W,^), where Q = {q1,…,q|Q|} is the set of discrete modes instead of the matrix in CTMC 

and Y=(X, α) its solution. For any q ϵ Q, call Xq the solution of the SDE : Xq(t) = 

F(q)*Xq(t)dt+G(q)*dW(t) (*) In this section we assure that Xq is a ui-dimensional, zero mean 
Gaussig, an process (GP). Xq is almost surely bounded within the interval I by Assumption. Set h 

= min{2(-n)/(2*√ (2)*K2*Kd),2 -n} and ϵ n = 2(-n/2), where n ϵ N, and Kd is a constant such 

that for any t1, t2€I 
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2.3. Quantum Computation Model for (b)neuron spikes 
 
In accordance with classical computation, we use the entanglement of two neutral atoms x1,x2 

(fast two-qubit gates) to compute the transmission between two eigenstates here denoted  as |g> 

and |e>, alternatively |0> and |1>. Hamiltonian holding time and position information is utilized 
to express the interactions similarly separated into internal and external parts: 

 

H(t, x1,x2) = Hex(t,x1,x2)+ Hin(t,x1,x2) 

 
Briefly,  Hext can be spanned from dipole-dipole interaction around distance r =|x1-x2| and the 

photon kick[22] happened during absorption from |g> to Stark eigenstate |r>[21]. We focus on 

the internal interactions mainly with phase gates with internal dynamics induced by the standard 
Hamiltonian: 

 

 

 
Where d (t) detunings and  Rabi frequencies describes the exciting lasers while  

accounts for decay from the excited states |r>. 
 

Next, we focus on the transfer of the system with the Hamiltonian: 

 

 

Where  with pi being the momentum operator. 

 

Each single unit of neuron model can be seen as one single state either being excitory or 

inhibitory analogue to the logical states |1> or |0> and the direct switching equals to the 

entanglement with energy shift while: 
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Another entanglement is to transport the state |r> excited from either |0> or |1> and then move the 

lattice: 

 

 
 

 

 
 

3. APPLICATION AND RESULTS 
 
To have a clearer understanding of the switching process com-bining the binding with increasing 

and decreasing speed both ofhax1 and HS 1 , the two population are regarded as promoters and 

resistors both when activating and deactivating each other’s production.(The coarse process can 

be briefly described as in figure 2, and it is briefly introduced in the previous chapter.) 

Basically, the truth table can be achieved 

through the fundamental phase gate: 

|0>|0> -> |0>|0> 
|0>|1> -> |0>|1> 

|1>|0> -> |1>|0> 

|1>|1> ->    

applying a single-bit 

rotation:

 
  
Further more, in such a scheme, a NI-bit 

code where the codewords: 

|0s> =((|000> + |111>)/√2)3  
|1s> =((|000> - |111>)/√2)3  

Composed by GHZ states[23], embed the 

2D qubit’s Hilber space into 2NI 

D qubit’s Hilber space: 

 

With a selelcted atom in the state (|0>+|r>)onto a string 

of NI atoms in (|0>+|1>)  NI , we can see the sweep 

entanglement as moving the transport lattice to sweep 

the selected atom across the N lattice and transform the 

state of atoms onto  

with  a differential phase and result to the 

resulting state: 

 
For =pi, the GHZ on N+1 dimension can be swept to 

the standard form: 

 
 with one operation. 
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(a) 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

 

 
(b) 

          Figure 2: Pipeline for (a) top: gene model; (b) bottom:  neuron model 

 

3.1. Stability Analysis 
 

a. Three critical points for the gene model 
 

As we have data (see Appendix C) of 15 status in all both for hax1and HS 1 with their different 
cell numbers taken as X and Y in our model. For reward computation for their Markov chain, we 

pre-compute the their Hamiltonians, Action Potentials, mean switching time and related 

dynamics i9n the form (see availability), and the 6upstreaming status, which is the focus of the 
experiment application of our model. Using the pre-computation results, we are able to discuss 

about some practical problems about the current model. There are three groups of quantities 

studied combining the action potential as well as Hamiltonian inspired by bacterial quorom 

sensoring, ’momentum and cell numbers’, ’MTS with the SDE’, and ’corresponding 
Hamiltonians’, of each transform status in Appendix A. 

 

First, we use the taylor expansion to simplify the four ODE achieved in Appendix B: to 
 

dx =C1/(1+(y/(x+y) mPx −µ1∗x∗PX) 

dy =C2/(1+(x/(x+y) nPY −µ2∗y∗PY) 

dPx=C2m(x/(x+y)m−1/(1+(x/(x+y)m)^2(PY−1)−µ1∗Px −µ1 

dPY=C1n(y/(x+y)n−1/(1+(y/(x+y)n)^2(Px−1)−µ2∗PY −µ2 

 

X(t) Gaba_P 

Degradation rate c1 
Y(t) Gaba_N 

Degradation rate c2 

Nx(t) AMPA 

Degradation rate m 

nonselective population 

Ny(t) NMDA  

Degradation rate n 

selective population 

Inhibitory 

Exitory 
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Note that our model here simplify the origin model where Ci =ai/bi , with bi = 1 as the burst size 

of protein i, x/(x+y) =x/(K2∗(x+y)) as k 2 = 1 is the dissociation constants standing for gene x 

binding on y’s protein binding site. Regarding x and y as leading order variable, we apply phase 

analysis to consider the solution’s stability around the three zero-energy points, which achieved 

through setting dx, dy, dP X and dP Y all to zero and combine the Hamiltonian’s special case 

when H= 0 (and H P = 0): P1(x, y, µ2∗X/C1,µ1∗Y/C2), where x and y are the solution of x 

=C1µ1∗(1+(y/(x+y)^n) and y =C2µ2∗(1+(x/(x+y ) m ) , P2(x, y, 0, 0), where x and y are the 

solution of x = C1µ1(1+(y/(x+y)^n= −y = −C2µ1(1+(x+y )m, and P3(0,0,0,0) As P X and P Y 
are either zero or formula can be replaced by x and y around those three convergence points. We 

here, consider the analysis on x and y as following: denote dx= f(x,y) and dy=g(x,y) , and the we 

try to find x* and y* satisfy the f(x,y) = 0 and g(x,y) = 0 as well as holding the zero-energy points 

for their momentum. Thus with approximation: dx= f X (x∗,y∗)(x−x∗)+ f Y (x∗,y∗)(y−y∗) ,and 

dy = gX(x∗,y∗)(x−x∗)+g Y (x∗,y∗)(y−y∗) . We have 
 

 

 
 

Where there exists the a>0, b>0 for the eigenvalue λ: 
 

λ^2 +a∗λ+b = 0                                                  (1) 

      a = −(fx +gY )| (x∗,y∗)                         (2) 
      b = |A|                                                   (3) 
 

so that point(x*, y*) is the convergence points. Thus, we discuss about the stability of the three 

points as following: we denote X = (1 + (x/(x+y)^m) and Y = (1 + (y/(x+y)^n) , compute the a 

and b as: 
 

 

 

 

 

  [1] , where x and y are the solution of x = C1/u1(1 

+(y/(x+y)^n) and      

 

 
[2] Thus, for P2, a = b = 0. It’s unstable. 
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[3] for P3 (0, 0, 0, 0), same as P2, a = b = 0 and it’s unstable. 
 

b. Two fixed points for the neuron model 
 

When there is no stimulus, the neuron fire spontaneously(I=0), w< , the two fixed points 

is studied through µ (= ) changing with : M0 = (0, ) = (0, arcsin(-w/ ))=(0,-

0.997903) and M1 = (S1, φ1)=(1, pi/2-arcsin(-w/( - S0))) =(1,2.568699) .  
 

Similar to the model a, we denote f(S, φ) = , g(S, φ) 

=  and the stability of M0 is linear thus can be analysed with the 

Jacobian of the coupled (**) at : 

 

 
 

we try to find S* and φ* satisfy the f(S*, φ*) = 0 and g(S*, φ*) = 0 as well as holding the zero-

energy points for their momentum. Thus with approximation: dS= fs (S∗, φ∗)(S−S∗)+ fφ (S∗, φ 
∗)( φ − φ∗) , and dφ = gs (S∗, φ∗)(S−S∗) + gφ (S∗, φ∗)( φ − φ∗). Where there exists the a>0, b>0 

for the eigenvalue λ: λ^2 +a∗λ+b = 0. Thus, a = −(fs +gφ )| (S*,φ∗) = -1+ =-2, b = 

|A|=-( + * )  =-(-w+µc (w/ )^2) = -0.323219, leading to λ =   

=  = {0.817465,-1.361948}, µc 

=0.95839 
 

[1] M0 is stable fixed-point for µ<µc, M1 is unstable with φ1> φ0 and S1>S0 

[2] M0 is attractor for µ=µc, another fixed point M1 = M0 
[3] M0 is unstable fixed-point for µ>µc, M1 is stable with φ1> φ0 and S1<S0 

 

On quantum field, short introduction about two Rydberg here is covered for comparison. 

 

[1] u<<  makes it unnecessary to address two atoms separately. Because = = , we can set 

d1 = d2 =0 and realize the gate with a)drive a pi-pulse to two atoms->b)pause for dt = φ /u-

>c)drive a pi-pulse again to two atoms. Note that the accumulated phase is sensitive to atomic 

distance and the decay probability is approximately pl = 2 φϒ /u  
 

[2]Adiabatical condition for u>>  still makes it unnecessary to address two atoms separately. 

As = = , d1 = d2 =0 naturally hold due to the slow on time scale given by the two 
parameter although larger than trap oscillation frequrncy. The detuning includes a Stark shift as 

connected to initial state |gg> with energy egg(t) = sgn(d)(|d|-(d^2+2 ^2)^1/2)/2 driven 

adiabatically, where d = d- ^2/(4d+2u) while |eg> and |ge> are achieved with eeg(t) = 

sgn(d)(|d|-(d^2+ ^2)^1/2)/2  leading to the entanglement phase to beφ(t) = 
. 

 

[3]
u<<  generally requires the atoms to be set differently at ,  differently. But we can still 

set dj=0 with the cost of sign change in the wave function through a)drive a pi-pulse to the first 

atom->b)a 2pi-pulse to the second c)drive a pi-pulse again to the first atom. 
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3.2. Dynamics Analysis 
 

a. HMC dynamics for protein and mRNA 
 

 

 

 
Figure 3(a)-(h) transition between mRNA and protein 

 
In the second part here, with regard to the detailed behavior of mRNA and protein dnamics, we 
look into their momentum and numbers with 6 status (only the firs 2(a)-2(c) and the last 2(d)-2(f) 

transition xamples of the origin 3groups*5transition statuses figures) in all are studied detailedly 

while the whole data based on 15 status. As we only investigated the positive direction, the red 
ones (top left) the application on clinical data while green one (top right) in the larger scaled 

simulation with more transition status (blue dashed line is the predicted dynamics)..Note that the 

persisters and normals are the roles they take in the whole process(considering from bifurcation 

to catastrophe and extinction) where here they can be all considered as promoters as their 
numbers both grows in this process until the last status as their interaction in constant 

environment is of our main interest as we mentioned before. Generally, with small change 

studied in one status, the trend is more significant than the larger scale transition. For instance, 
the green simulation are always more sensitive to the momentum change and shows them more 

significantly on the cell trajectory comparing to the red clinical transition (we manually break one 

clinical status into sub-status in simulations. ) 
 

Specifically, in the 1− > 2 transition, the production of the HS 1 is slightly faster than hax1 with 

the accelerate from faster to slower as well as the hax1 0 s momentum decreases from fast to 

slow while HS 0 1 s momentum increases from fast to slow similarly. The larger scaled 
simulation show the trend similarly but with larger momentum difference and thus gives out the 

curve trajectory instead of straight line in the top left figure; On contrary, in 2− > 3 transition, 

both the clinical application and larger simulation give totally the same behavior according to the 
dynamics, where proteins products faster than mRNA but with similar acceleration. Other 

transition can be similarly analysis. Note that from the 4− > 5 of the larger scale simulation, there 

starts to show the switching where the protein changes into persisters with degradation instead of 
production which can be both detected from cell numbers figure in the top left and momentum 

figures in the right bottom although the fewer status contained clinical data does not show this 

behavior yet. In the last transition status, the switching of proteins becoming into persister is 

detected in both clinical process and simulation, where in the clinical data, the momentum change 
of roteins and mRNA are both linear process while in simulation, the momentum of the mRNA 

grows slightly from faster to slower and proteins degradate slightly from faster to slower as well 
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and in the last short time, proteins go back to normals again which according to the rising number 
change in the top left and increase in the momentum both relatively to mRNA(left bottom) and 

absolutely (right bottom.) ) 

 

In the second series of figures2(c),2(f), we compute the mean time to switch approximation with 
the solution based on mapping to their difference space where we choose the object as 1) sigle 

population of mRNA to the end of the transition(top left);2) sigle population of proteins to the 

end of the transition (top right); 3) mRNA population to the end status of protein(left bottom) and 
4) proteins population to the end status of mRNA.(right bottom.)There gives some different 

patterns, as in the 1− > 2 , both the mRNA and proteins has the mean time to switch increase 

linearly with their number change while there exists one significatly longer time at 0.4 for the 
proteins compare to the final status of mRNA and one totally unstable transition recorded; In the 

2− > 3 , all the MTS increase linearly with the cell number growth; In the 4− > 5 , as there exhists 

the decrease of proteins thus there exhists one negative MTS stands for the status; And in 5−>6 , 

the last status for the proteins again, compared to the final status where the number back to 
increase, the previous degradation status also leads to the minus MTS but positive to the mRNA 

as they both grow in the end. In the last part, Further application using the transition matrix of the 

model , we compute some basic markov chain quantities based on the stochastic process as 
following with the pre-computation result(in availability): 

 

 

 
Figure 4 computation of probabilistic safety 

 

In the probabilistic safety computation by finite DTMC abstraction, the computation is based on 

the differential cognitive (*) in 2.3.3 with the previous unified matrix of CTMC composed of 6 

transition status and 6 time points for each, dX = P(:,2:6) = P(:,1:5); 
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Continue the error bounds for time discretization in 2.3.3, considering mean: Mu = mean(P,1); 
Sigma2 = var(P,1);Sigma = 

std(P,1);W~N(Mu,Sigma2)=repmat(ones(1,6)./√2*pi*Sigma2),6,1).*exp(-P-

repmat(Mu,6,1)).^2/2./repmat(Sigma.^2,6,1); Then the Brownian, G = exp(Mu.*t-

Sigma.^2.*t/2+Sigma.*W); 
With d = √ ((X)^2) , 

As dt = 1 fixed, Kd = max(d) = 1.3433;And with sampling time h= min(2(-6)/2/√ (2)/K2/Kd, 2(-

6)) =0.28558 
 

Finally, with I = 0:5, Pds = T,z0 = 1,we can achieve: 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 5. (i) convergence of MC; (j)convert rate from low I to i+1 level (k) total metrics related to time 

domain; (k) residule of Markov Chain and phase. 

 

b. Application on neural network oscillation model analogue to computation on 

quantum computer with all versus-nothing arguments 
 

Specifically, we apply the model on neurons. Considering the energy computation, the flow of 
ions crosses the membrane, associating the oscillations and construct the up-states and down-

states with the interactions in the network. Although coupling of neurons are specific to 

event/task, to simplify, we adopt the Hopfield network instead (the weight connecting two states 

is symmetry: w1 = w2 =w). 
 

Classically, we start with one unit, Vi = V, C_Mg = 1, steady state(VE=0) I-V curve can be drawn 

according to I = gGABAI,,E(V-VGABA)+gAMPAI,,EV+gNMDAI,,EV/(1+1*e-.0.062*V/3.57), assuming staring 
from inhibitory population, the synaptic reversal potentials of excitatory being 0. According to 

the experiment data of synaptic conductance g between pyramidal and interneuron population[], 

with the parameters in TPN: gGABAE = 0.0006681, gGABAI = 0.0005120, gAMPAE = 0.0001905, gAMPAI = 

0.0001460, gNMDAE = k5/NI*0.001, gNMDAI = 60/NI*0.001, k5 = 
[6.15,7.75,10.25,11.25,12.65,13.25], NI = 4096; in TNN: gGABAE = 0.0006681*1.5, gGABAI = 
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0.000512*1.5, gAMPAE = 0.0001905*4, gAMPAI = 0.0001460*4, gNMDAE = 60/NI*0.001, gNMDAI = 

k5/NI*0.001, k5 = [6.15,7.75,10.25,11.25,12.65,13.25], NI = 4096  

 
 
Quantomechanical, the problem of finding stable state can be discussed on kinematic phase: 

 

In a 3D potential ,  

 

where v are single-wells and , are centered around x0 and 0 individually so that the atom 

has its state |Ψ+(x)>composed by ψ+, ψ⊥ (ground-state wave functions of  with 

eigenvalue Ea and v⊥ with eigenvalue E⊥):  
 

(***) 

 

And Ψ+(x) is peaked at the stable point x0 =(x0,0,0), coinsiding with the center of (x) which 

can be occupied by the (x). That is in internal state |a>, the atom has the motional state which 

after time t still unchanged up to its phase  being (Ea+2 E⊥)t/h while in state |b>, sue to the 

kinematical evolution of , it will come back to the initial position after oscillating. 

 
If we consider two atoms 1 and 2 both initialized at t =0 with |Ψ+(x)> and Ψ-(x)> same as in 

(***) with ψ−(x) ≡ ψ+(−x). Similar as firing rate model R[I], the particles are subject to step 

function S(xi) related potentials . The reduced form as 1D two particle 

Schrodinger can be achieved with integrating the variables: 

 

 
And with setting β1 = β2 ≡ β, the symmetric under particle interchange : 

, where <ψ−|ψ+> ≪ 1 has been neglected. 

 

This gives out same result that if both atoms are in state |a>, then due to the collisional 

phase  =0, no interaction takes place. 
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4. CONCLUSION 
 
In general, Hamiltonian markov chain advantage over the markov chain random walk with its 

faster convergence. As in 2(i) and 2(j), the convergence(variation to mean) of the markov chain 

hamilton is in blue line and the red line for clinical data and simulation on more possible 

transition status, giving different convergence but similar phase interval(according to 2(k)), 
interestingly. The last status transition converge the worst followed by the fist transition. And the 

result simulated with more markov chain status converges better than the clinical results. And 

according to the convert rate, the mRNA to Protein transfer ratio should be the highest when 
starting, and goes especially lower in the last two status which is in assistance to the protein 

binding as we cut off the process around the convergence point where the two population has 

reached metastability. According to the simulation result, the protein has gone through the 

switching process changing from normals to persisters and back to normal (bursts in optimal time 
in 2(j) might also due to the switch.). 

 

Mean while, as the second population providing food(protein) to the other’s binding site and eithr 
activiate or deactivate it, it works as the extrinsic noise induced the excitability or exhibition of 

the other gene. Here, as we choose hax1 and HS 1, they work as promoters for each others. One 

noticable computation is the reward computaiton based on stochastic model selection which is 
useful in predict the possible status of the cell numbers easily with precomputation. And we can 

consider correct the transition matrix with simualted clinical tested results to improve the 

prediction as well. On the other hand, the most important calculation action potential is easier to 

be achieved through Hamilton as we proved with geometric minimum action and stochastic 
approximation. Ohter methods can cover Hamilton Jacobian matrix, WKB and etc. As we also 

improve the algorithm with adding hierarchical markov in calculating number of cells in different 

status only record successful move according to the tolerance based on action potential and 
residual of prediction numbers both, the convergence of the algorithm is guaranteed. And further 

research can be conducted on the whole process from bifurcation to catastrophe and extinction as 

well. Problem with multi population is also possible. As hax1 is observed to have function in 
signaling and regulating of genes especially in learning systems and motor related brain function, 

this switching model study related to its binding might help to predict the cell numbers and 

production or degradation rate especially later with further study into both with promoters and 

persisters as to test different drug and their efficiency on the aging process related disease. 
 

In the computation of reachability, the approximation with DTMC mainly compute the kernels of 

Brownian with shift, finally discretize the original switching diffusion process. As the DTMC 
gives out the kernel with probability instead of the ratio, it is then convenient to be written into 

transition matrix Pdx which is discretized from Sdx on finite space state and gives out the 

reachability with error I/h*(Kdx+exp(-2^n-2^n/2+1)).  

 
As the proof in Appendix, the error bounds with Lipschitz constants converged with prominent 

K= mh1+Lh2.And the computed result N*K*dxis here is 0.453 with N = 6, m = L = 2,dx = 0.002 

and h1 = 0.001, and h2 = ceil(h2*N)=1.71.  
 

Since the final result of the continuous process is not of probability range thus we normalize it 

with P = ratio/sum(ratio) and the DTMC approximation shown in the figure is the 
approachability(1-safety.) The result of the test tested continuous embedded matrix and h =0,p 

=0.0515,ci = -0.7212 , 0.0029,stats = struct with stat: -2.2103( df: 10), do not reject the 

hypothesis that the two process. As the final safety consistently for two methods gives highest 

concentration for the last state showing the example computation’s direction from off to on, 
although there is the slight difference that the forth in the continuous process is relative lower 

comparing to its other five states as well as the one in the discrete process states. The DTMC 
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gives strictly increasing concentration from off to on during the 6 states. switching diffusion is a 
commonly used model in genetic field, not only useful in the transmission of different molecules 

but also can be derived into analytical models giving straight transfer information about some 

process with either concentration change or energy change. 

 
About the neuron switch model, it is clear that there is similarity between classical computation 

and quantum computation with regards to the phase and excitation. This is not surprising since 

the process identify the excitation is to compare the spectrum with threshold which basically 
counting on the transform from time domain to frequency domain and such a process can be 

usually realized with operation on exponent computation while the quantum mechanics is origin 

from the computation of quantized energy which is also with exponent bases, for instance the 
most well known poisson distribution and normal distribution as well as the transform as FFT, 

the same level of computation at the first place correlate these two. And with our experiment, the 

transform can be illustrated with phase initialized at specific state clearly, thus the entanglement 

is expressed in quantum computation as well as the classical computation in stability analysis.  
 

As mentioned in the introduction, the similarity exists in the stimulus at hippocampus so as to 

simulate spontaneous neuron activities and conducting pi-pulse on atoms with different orders so 
as to excite it to higher states, this is still not quantitively studied in this paper although some 

related phase operations are covered, as of both theoretical and experimental value, worth being 

explored more in the future. Many properties of quantum computation with regards to semantics 
is also of large usage and since neural network is applied frequently in this field, similar 

application on quantum computation is also a future direction. 
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